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"ABSTRACT

I; -hif1report describes the studies, w;orkload, procedures, and

{ "organizations of the Army logistics studi,!s system. A master pro-

gram of study projects is proposed. Alternative organizational

changes are examined and an organization to augment DCSLOG's ef-

fort is recommended. The types of pei sonnel needed to staff this

organization are discussed. Procedures for DCSLOG and Chief of

Staff guidance of this effort are described.

I.
I
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FOREWORD

This is the final report on the Army logistics study system com-

pleted by Planning Research Corporation for the Board of Inquiry on the

Army Logistics System under Contract DA-49-092-ARO-155. This study
was conducted from 1 June 1966 through 30 September 1966. The key

original guidance for the study may be found in Appendix H. It calls for

I an examination of the current state of the system and for recommended

improvements in the areas of study program content, management pro-S[ cedures, and organizations to carry out the studies.

Section I looks at the study system frcn-i the viewpoint of the indi-

*1 " vidual studier and the problems it Fresents for him. This section also

• . presents several key definitions. Section U reviews the content of the

current study program and proposes 30 new projects for initiation. Sec-

tions III and IV discuss management procedures and organizational al.

ternatives to improve the current situation. Conclusions and recom-

"mendations are contained in Section V. The appendixes provide detail

about current study effort, procedures, and study organizations.

I "The reader who is interested in a surrmary of the study results

should read Sections I and V and glance at Appendixes B and F.

In preparing this report, the authors became indebted to many in-

dividuals. Thanks are due first to the many busy people, listed in Ap-

pendix D, who gave generously of their time during the interview phase

of the study. In this respect the authors particularly apprtciate the sug-

gestions and leads provided by Mr. Richar'. Ross of ALMC and Mr. Charles

Davis of OUSA. They also wish to acknowledge the contribution of

Mr. Steadman Noble, who pointed out the need for the suggestcd project

on lefts etusential items und units.
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I. STUDIERS

Four basic terms used throughout this report are defined In the

next few pages. This section then turns to the individual studier and his

problems. It discusses those important intangibles, such &a motivation

and study environment, which influence the quality of logistics studies.

The achievement of these intangibles becomes the goal of later sections

that deal with progr ims, organizations, and procedures,

DEFINITIONS

LogisticE Studies

A "logistics study" has been defined by DOD as follows:

Logistics studies are objective and analytic in-
quiries directed tovwrd the improvement of ex-
isting or planned for future logistics doctrine
and management. Logistics studies include:
(1) studies of logistics systems undertaken in
rei ponse to existing logistics management prob-
lems; (2) management surveys in logistics areas;
and (3) investigations of new methods, procedures,
anc! techniques in real or simulated logistic en-
vironments. (Referencz 8 )

While the definition used here emphasizes management doctrine,

. a study dealing with the operation of a particular item of equipment is

included in the scope of this report if ;,t has a widespread impact on lo-

gistical concepts. This would include, for example, a new mode of

transport such as the C5A. Studies dealing with the design and devel-

opment of hardware were excluded. Because a considerable overlap

was found among logistics, operations research, and management

studic, all of these were freely included when their content was legis-

tics. The ftictions of logistics which were included in the sele,.tion

were procurement, storage, inventory control, maintenance, trans-

portation, constructun. consumption, medical, and services.

Personnel management, cotnmunications, computers, and cost anal-

ysis were considered tools, not functions, and a study of these tools

was exr.cluded unless it addressed itself as well to one *f the sni.e logis-

tics functions. A list of .hose active studies that required more than 4

man-.yers of effort may be fouvd in Appendix B.
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Structure Studies

The purpose for which a study was originated provides a useful

basis for classification. Some studies aim at long-range ebjectives,

some at particular problems. From this point of view, three types of FJ
studies can be identified: "structure," "directed." and "supporting."

A "structure" study in this report is one which is aimed at the 7]
systematic, preplanned design of a logistics system. The study is ap-

proved and funded by the Chief of Staff and is included in the Army 7]
Master Study Program. It will usually be one in a related grouping of

studies, all of which aim at a particular problem. The coordinated

projects to produce a design for the logistics system for the 1980 ob-

jective year would thus consist of structure studies.

A structure study program should begin with a statement of the
major objective. Th;s is followed by a succession u! analyses with the

purpose of subdividing the work systematically to produce study direc- U
tives for subordinate study agencies. The agency may elect to do part

of lhe work and to ascign other parts to subordinates. When the results

from the detailed, specialized work are available, the flow reverses,

Sequiring successive synthesis until the final master study is produced.

The entire coordinated group of such specialized studies and broader 13

syntheses are referred to as *structure studies." ,]

Directed Studies

This Is the type of study that doer not fit into a structure study pro- J
gram, but rather is undertaken because someone with power and author-

ity wants it. The originator, ,.,o is 4% OSD or on the Army General Staff, .

urgently needs an answer to a comparatively specific question. It often.-

has a different set of assumptions from the overall direction of the study *1
program and, as u~ch, provides a way to interj.ct now ideas into the pro-

gram, *Examine the efticc of the ..SA on Arm? logistics* is an cxatrple.

The work is often done by a talented ad hoc team drawn from several

agencies. The design of a system is usually not an objoetio., but may be

a tool of anrtysis. There is seldom Ume to examine ny tbot the first "

ordgr implications of the recommendations, nor to devolop or confirm a

, .
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solid data base. Because of this, the conclusions may be suspect. One
of the purposes of structure studies, then, is to provide a better founds-

tion for directed studies.

Support Studies

Support studies are those originated by operating agencies from
problems as seen from there. They represent the efiort of field agencies
to study problems on their own initiative. There is usually no support
for them at higher echelons, and they are often unrelated to a structure

study or a program objective. On the other hand, they offer a way of in-
jecting a fresh idea into a stale system. They are confined to subjects
entirely within the responsibility of the proposing agency, and thus sel-

Sdom examine interfaces with agencies external to the Army. This type
of study is important since it offers the agency where the thcught is done

"a way to take the initiative, but this work often lacks priority when either

of the other two types makes demands on talent. Most of the studies sub-
mitted in response to "dragnet" letters that lead to the ARO-managed and

Army Master Study Program are of thic type.

PROBLEMS OF THE INDIVIDUAL STUDIER

To understand some of these intangible but important changes, the
problems of an indii idual studip,:" were analyzed in some detail. A typ-
ical studier with reasonable technical ability, willingness, and background

* is working on a nominal 6-month to lIyear study. Before analysis of the
overall study system, the question was asked. "What are the problems
faced by this individual?" The authors have individually participated

in and directed many such studies and havv xperienred many times
the conditio..s facing this typical studier. Sin.e this studier is the man
who must eventually produce the results, it is desirable to make hit
job as feasible as possible. The immediate objective is maximum qual-
ity for a particular etudy. The long- range objective is trainong and me-
tivation ot Army personnel sxilled in 1srgt-scale, systematic analysis.

Study Execution

Thc 10lssica stepa in a study a rv: review *I po-blem statemoen

and aosumptions, formulation of questiont or "essential. elomnts of

* A'
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analysis," literature sea-ch, hypothesis development, model building,

data collection, analysis, synthesis, and production of the report. LI
Concurrent with this effort, the studier faces the demanding prob-

lems stemming from administraticn and time. As a first consideration, U
then, he may not realize how to anticipate administrative bottlenecks,

nor even know the standard procedures involved. Each administrative F]
step takes time, requiring at least some planning. Though formal plan-

ning procedures are available, they are too burdensome for small or

short studies. Some tested short form of these methods should be pub- El
lished as an aid, including realistic estimates of lead ti-les for such

steps as visit clearances and report publication.

The quality of problem statements is deficient in comparison with

problem statements for hardware type studies. In the authors' opinion, F]
the senior Army long-range documents, such as the BASE, the ASP, and

the CDC Ctncept Study, do not provide adequate guidance for study pro- U
gram development. One indicator of the deficiencies in these documents

is their scarcity of numbers, formulas, and explicit alternatives.

Those who use these documents depend on them in the sarrme manner

as troops depend on mission orders. Why not, then, produce ex-

plicitly in these documents (and any problem statement) a set of objectives,

missions, and un:certainties? These can be used to give perspective by

identifying important uncertainties worthy of study and showing major in- -
teractions, limits, Alternatives, etc. Just as a commander's "concept

of the operation" anticipates alternate courses of action from his staff,

so an Army concept study might anticipate alternative solutions from the

study agencies. As far as feasible, the concept study ibould say why or

how requirements were reached, in the apirit if intellectual inquiry

rather than dictum. They should rsovide leads for deepcr inquiry, which

will obviously be needed. These documents are valuable only insofar asI

they guide the subsequent work in building the Army, so it is worth con-

siderable effort to make them useful. I
Literature search is cor."-- ratively easy for thor•a in the Washington

or Fort Lee areas, but even here the investigator neuds some help In iden- I
tifying the several document col!z.tions and in learning, how to quickly use

•lln m n • , ~ m n lunmnua nnmm~lu nnunnnnn nuum • muu
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them. It would help. at least for contractors, if clearance and need-to-

know could be established at one point for ASDIRS, DLSIE, DDC, the

Army Master Study Program, and the DCSLOG-AMC Study Program.

Since the literature search step is an early one and the establishment

of a clearance sometimes takes over a month, administrative delays

simply reduce the effective time that can be Jevoted to study effort.

In the hypothesis and model building areas, the experience a-nd in-

tegrity of the individual studier are dominant. The study system he.-'f has

little control beyond motivating a studier to do his best. Most people

work best when they feel they are working for themselves. A studier is

motivated to do a better job if he knovs that the report with his name

on it will be circulating among his coworkers for years to come. One

way of obtaining the associated benefits is to require the names of the

principal authors on reports and basic documents of a formal nature.

It is important to distinguish (a) the individuals who wrote supporting

studies, who verbally provided ideas, and who gathered data from (b)

those who were responsible for synthesizing these ideas and data as

authors of th• report. The standard practice is to acknoqledge the first

groip in the introduction and footnotes; only the second group should havy

their names on the cover. Placing names on tha cover of a report is done

to pin down responsibility. The intent is to publicize the names of people

who turn out poor work. This kind of publicity is the cnly way that has

ever been discovered for ensuring the quality of intellectual output.

Since the purpose of the practice is to motivate quality, those who had.

no control over the quality of a report, such ac consultants and clerical

assistants, should not be listed as authors. Their work should be ac-

knowledged in the foreword. When responsibility for a particular report

is identified publicly as specifically as possible, the quality of the

work may be expected to rise markedly.

The next major step in a study is gathering data. The collection,

interpretation, and publication of data is the foundation on which a study

progarn rests. The problem that a studier faces here is that data col-

lection is time-consuming and the temptation is to allhw it low priority.

The same spurious numbers are deplored, but used in study after study.
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SIn the areas of analysis and synthesis, the authors noticed that at

present there is a tendency to use officers as administrators, leaving

the substance of the study to civil service or contractor civilians. As

a result officers miss an excellent chance to learn analytic techniques U
and to practice disciplined thinking. From the blurred picture shown

by available data, it appears likely that no more than 10 percent of di- -1
rect study effort is performed by officers. The present system does

not often place an officer in a position where his assignment forces him

to think carefully about the war he may someday fight. There appears

to be a feeling that if a really complicated military problem arises, sol-

diers are not competent to analyze it. It would seem that rigorous think-

ing about a future war is better training for an officer than administra-

tion, and that officers should be assigned to,do a major share of the

actual work of analytical investigation in the Army's study program.

In particular, they should be assigned as simulation builders instead of U
merely users.

Study Evaluation

When a study has been completed it faces the process of evaluation.

There is great interest in determining how much benefit the Army de-

rives from studies. To do this well requires much work; to do less is

unfair. Some benefits will never be recognized when people forget the

source of an idea. Therefore, study evaluation was actively investigated

throughout the project. The key documents are References 15 and 30,

and this subject was investigated in most of the interviews.

The general conclusion is that the current approach to evaluation

does not serve the Army well. Study evaluation is treated as a chore ,_

and as such is very seldom done realistically. It apparently contributes

too little and requires too much effort to encourage more than formal

compliance with the regulation. Evaluation is hard work if done well,

and, in PRC's opinion, should be primarily aimed at helping a person

who needs t".i study to evoluate quickly its usefulness to him. By anal-

ogy to the areas cf production and manufacturing, the evaluators i
should perform the material inspection. This means certifying J

, I
'1
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that the study meets specifications (i. e., is responsive to the input

guidance and data) and is sound in technique, thoroughness, and objec-

tvity. That is, are the conclusions justified in the context of the study?

The purpose of inspection is not to give a final grade to the contractor,

but to advise a user of the product's reliability. Whether or not the

originator of a study uses the evaluation is up to him and need not be

considered in the process of evaluation. Usefulness of the results to the

Army is also a separate matter from the study's reliability, and it seems

inappropriate for evaluators to be asked to comment on the usefulness of

a study or on how and when it should be implemented. The same indi-

viduals may prepare such a report, but in that case they are performing

staff actions, not evaluation.

The Effects of Time

The burden of time and the threat of deadlines place continuous

* pressure on the key study project. Much of this burden arises from the

larger study cycle measured from the original preparation of the study

proposal through to final implementation of its recommendations. Other

factors influencing study value are quaiity and stability of the guidance,

quality and volume of work, continuing importance of the study subject,

and the organizational environment in which the study is conducted. As
I time passes during a study, changes in one or more of these factors

will tend to reduce the value of the final product. If the erosive effects

of time are to be controlled. the actraction of short, intensive projects

is apparent. However, there is a lose of effectiveness of another kind

as the studies arc shortened. The development of methodology, col-

lection of data, analy-is, and synthesis of results can only be hurried

so mvch, and these steps are the only part of the larger study cycle that

are actually productive.

The preliminary administrative steps, as diagrammed in Appen-

dix E, are essentially inhibitory and contribute importantly to length-

ening the study cycle. Thvy are intended to minimize the risks of dupli-

cation and misdirection and to meet legal requirements such as approval

for contracts over $100,000. The risk which is apparent'y ignored is that

the gain frorn climinaiting misdirection may be lost by tM.e passa- of events.
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("7 The shaded bars of Exhibit I illustrate what might happen if exist- -7
ing administrative procedures were followed for a single cycle of mas- L]

ter and derivative studies. It should be noted that only a year was al-

lotted for work on each type of study. The process may take more than
6 years to reach the implementation stage, of which only 2 years would

be devoted '. actual study work. If this seems overstated, consider the

COSTAR-TASIA sequence which has the same scale as the contemplated

effort. Without counting the germination period. COSTAR was started

in 1960, while TASTA was reported out in 1966.

What, then, might be done to shorten the cycle? The master and >1
derivative studies might be performed in tandem to' some degrce, even

though a major function of the master study effort is to direct the deriv-

ative work. Study work might also be started before all comments on

the master studies are in, and even before all preparatory administra-

tion has been completed. One year might be saved by starting the ad- L.
ministrative and technical preparation cycle for the derivative work

immediately after completion of the master study analysis phase. Other
shortcuts are possible. Exhibit 1 shows a representative study cycle

incorporating shortcuts, wh-le preserving the same nominal 1 -year pe-

riod for performing the actual study work. The cycle tends towards

project management methods at the expense of staff coordination. -

Whether or not any of these shortcuts are adopted, a strong scheduling

and production control system is badly needed.

The next problem related to time is in selecting the scope of the

project and its target year. In the 6 years of the COSTAR-TASTA cycle,
world events shifted from Europe to Vietnam, but the study itself did "

not. Useful forecasts of needs 10 years ahead are difficult to develop,

yet the development cycle of operational hardware for Army organiza- ]
tions takes at least this long. One solution might be to initiate and de-

velop several operational concepts at the same time up to the point when

commitment of major resources can no longer be postponed. Suppose

the major commitment process takes 5 years. Even if the condensed

schedule of Exhibit I is followed, the overall design could not be a re-

ality in the 1975-80 period. Thus the earliest practical objective

year for concept development appears to be 1980.
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The main point of all this is that time is important. A stereotype

exists of studies being leisurely and objective, but reality makes a sham-

bles of such a view. Investigators who can make a useiul contribution

are harried and rushed, while the system does little to alleviate their

problem.

Responsiveness to OSD

The people who were interviewed uniformly desire to respond to

the aims, plans, and wishes of OSD. Yet somehow, the logistics study

system is repeatedly unprepared for questions from this source. Occa-

sionally the difficulty is failure to recognize the value of analytical tech- -
niques; more ofte.n it is a disparity in breadths of view between OSD and

the Army. OSD'n interests are long-range and global, while the Army

works mostly on near-term problems. There seems to be no method in

view to remove this difference. Studiers are swamped, and are falling

behind even on near-term questions. The proposed solution is for more

people, but this is circular because they will rapidly become absorbed

on more of the same type of qi'"'ions unless some changes are made.

Somehow the resources should be found, assigned, and protected to

treat three dimensions of logistics studies Ghat are largely unexplored. F-
One dimeneion is systematic problem avoidance. This is another

name for the selbction and design of a logistics aystem which will not be I
impleirented for several years. CDC's Army Concept Program and

AMC's NAPALM work could serve as prototypes.

The second dimension is the study of external agencies, that is,

agencies outside the Army on which it depends for its operation. The 1

desired characteristics of these agencies should be anticipated by Army

studies so that they will interface with the Army. The wo'rd "agency" is

used very broadly here. At the top of the list are DOD logistics agencies.

Navy, Air Force, and GSA. Other candidates are the U.S. international

and foreign transportation systems and other nonmilitary services.

A. third dimension relates to technique. OSD asks questions, im-

plicitly, at least, in terms of cost effectiveness, probability, optimiza-

tion, and quantification. The Army answers not in OaS) terms, but in

J

| t
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its traditional language of organization, doctrine, and judgment. OSD

asks a question in one language and receives an answer in another. The

Army's answer may be right or it may be wrong, but because it is not

in the correct terminology it is riot given proper credence. To be spe-

cific, whether or not FPAO will do a better job of force planning than

ACSFOP remains to be seen, but in any event, FPAO's answers will be

"believed because they will be in a language that OSD understands. For

Army logistics studies to carry their due weight, they must speak :,ct

only in the traditional language of Army study effort, but also in the

language of those who dispense Army funds.

It is anticipated that the added effort of addressing these three di-

mensions will free many of the currently harassed studie2"s rather than

contribute to their burden. One reason for this is that by providing the

framework to the near-term studiers the formative thought processes

can be speeded. Some near-term work may even be found unnecessary.

Another reason is that the incidence of surprise questions shodld de-

crease as the. Army better understands OSI)'s approach and anticipates

its problems.

From the viewpoint of the investigator, then, the system does not

provide much help. It furnishes him many delays and little leadership.

It motivates him poorly, provides little training, and rewards poor work

about the same as a quality product. It places great uressure on him to

produce quick results, but provides little guidance on how to make those

results responsive to the highest levels of the Government. The three

sections that follow investigate the program, organization, and proce-

dures that apply these pressures to the individual studier.
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I S ¢i IU. PROJECTS

This section investigates what is being studied now and what

should be studied to achieve a balanced program. The attempt here is

to survey the content of the study effort irrespective of where it was

performed or how it was originated. These last two areas are inves-

tigated in Sections III and IV. Based on a survey of the content of the

current study effort, a series of studies are then proposed to provide

a more balanced program. While many of these projects can be related

to operation of the current Army, they are directed primarily at the

type of Army available in 1980,

j SOURCES OF DATA ON PRESENT STUDY EFFORT

To determine wVat is being ;itudied now, the principal sources

" used by knowledgeable studiers were consulted. These included
ASDIRS, CDOG, DLSIE, STINFO, and the published study program

[ of DCSLOG, AMC, and CDC. Leads about other studies were fol-

lowed up by interviews. While some existing studies were no doubt

I overlooked, such studies were likely to have been overlooked as well

by other studiers seeking intights into a problem and, as such, prob-

ably have little influence on the system. The studies considered are

in all like~lihood those having any impact at the present time.

Exhibit 2 shows the amount of effort in Fiscal Year 1966 devoted

to logistics studies by different study programs of the Army, Exhibit

3 shows the same data divided into the amount of effort devoted to

various organizational locations and functi-ons. Appendix C contains

seven tables showing for each major study program the type of data

summarized in E,'%ibit 3. The figures repreent direct man-years of

professional study effort. Both in-house and contract personnel are

included. Exhibit 2 shows the agency having the best data about a study,

not where the study is performed, or who was responsible for moni-

toring it. This last item was uncertain in the cagt of most of tht
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EXHIBIT 2 SUMMARY LOGISTIC STUDY EFFORT IN FISCAL
YEAR 1966(uI

Man- Dollars []
Source of Data Year...s (in Millions)

Chief of Staff IJ
Brown Board 66 $ 1.8

Force Planning Analysis Office(2  0 0

Information and Data Retrieval Office 24 .8

Comptroller of the Army 20 ,7

Chief of Research and Development 88 3,1

Combat Developments Commarid 126 3.6

DCSLOG and Army M•teriel Command 302 10.6

Strategy and Tactics Analysis Group 10 .3

Engineer Strategic Studies Group 31 .9

Total 668 $21.7

C3

i]

Notes: (I) In-house and contractual.

(Z) Potentially 20-25 man-years a"d $400, 000 or $500,000 onlogistics.r l

II
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TOTAL LOGISTIC STUDIES FY66
_____________(MAN-YERS) ________

LOCATION OF P' 4CTION
FUNCTION TYPE ___ -•A- -c o LCo

08A 1CoP rIpoT AAtL $MC COW 3
Swm 91

97

wo 5 3 2

S4 23•
-75 "Am 33 4 11

Maintenance -- 12 11_

86 -um 22 11 18 9
WAR7 2") 18 6

Transportation w - " T a a

55 PEAC, 1 i

I R2 ~ 30 7C¢ostrucfloq,

39 KEAM

I WAly 23
Consumption and Data

23 PA

S1 7
Medical Support

S2 9Services -..... ....-. -

I. 11P~~ a

"Three or o, 4 1 73 35 27
Ire2ctim58 1 5 58

668 2%8 13 28 i1 155 12 131

hb- aSe $10,300 - 39

crocntct 11,400 )$9

6e-k~ )44

EXHIBIT 3 - SUMMARY OF LOGISTIC STUDY EFFORT IN FISCAl.
YEAR 1966. BY FUNCTION AND I.OCATION
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studies reviewed. In many cases, the same study was reported by two

agencies, while the AMC and DCSLOG studies came from a single, [#
combined report. Taken collectively, these tables represent a Usnap-.

shot" at the Army and its contractors studyin;; ways to carry out the I
functions that have been included in the term "logistics."

These snapshots were taken of work tLing carried on during

FY66, and the figures are estimates of the number of professional

studiers working on military logistics at that time. In spots, the

snapshots are somewhat blurred because available records do not F]
differentiate the FY66 work from that performed in other fiscal years.

These figures, moreover, show only study effort, not mtudy quality; LI
and the effort itself appears to fluctuate in level and direction from

year to year. Nevertheless, these tables represent the only compre-

hensive picture of logistics research available, and, cautiously

interpreted, they provide a basis for an assacssment of study balance.

Studies are cate-gorized in Exhibit 3 in three ways. Reading

across the table are seven categories repre enting location of the

organization or operation being studied. Four of these categories

represent locations in the continental United States:

DSA Defense Supply Agency and related non-Army
activities

ICP Army national inventory control points and pro-
curement agencies

Depot Army depot system

Camp Logistics to support TOE units at camps in
CONUS

Three additional categories represent activities located witlin a theater

of operation: A
AFWC Army support of Air Force and Marine Corps

ComZ Army in the communications sone

Field Army Army in the combat zone

A final category represents the link between CONUS and a theater: }
LOC Air and sea ports in both COW.S and the theater

and operations linking the tNo. Includes opera.
tions ofNavy &nd Military ierminal and Trasis-
portation Service.

1
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Studies have been categorized in a second way down the tables

into nine functions of logistics:

Procurement Excludes hardware RDT&E.

Storage Includes loading, packaging, and POL.

Inventory Control Includes requisitioning and issue.

Maintenance Includes salvage.

Transportation Includes evacuation.

Construction InLludes utilities.

Consumption & Data Includes equipment requirements, resupply
-factors, unit capabilities, and generally
the ultimate consurmer's activities.

Medical Support Excludes surgical matters.

Services Includes cam) operations, bath units, and
graves regis.ration; excludes strictly
personnel-management type functions.

It will be noted that the first seven of these functions refer to materiel,

while the last two refer to personnel.

In additicn to categorization by location and by logistics function,

an attempt was made to categorize study effort in a third way, by wheth-

er it focused on warlime or peacetime operations. This was difficult

for many of thc studies relating to the CONUS depot and procurement

system, since much of the work of redesigning the peacetime supply

system may be applicable in time of war as well. What this breakout

shows is which studies focused explicitly on wartime operations, v.heth-

or in the United States or overseas, and which addressed themselves to

peacetime operations or peacetime operations with a presumed applica-

bility in wartime. Not more than half of overall Army s'udy effort is

devoted to aspects of logistics that have reievance exclusively to war-

time operations.

The teble also summarizes the distribution of effort between Army

study agencies and contractors. Referencus 5, 15. 26, 3, and 37 give

the most useful sources. The tabulations show only stud'es of enough

importance or size to be noted by major program documents. Staff

Stueies of minor importance, such as evaluation of forklifts or of

methods for packing batteries, are excluded.
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The tabulations are very likely incomplete because of deficiencies
in reporting. In the CDC program document, the best of all those B
examined (Reference 35), the total man-months reported as devoted to

both studies and related work in logistics agencies accounted for about

55 percent of the total personnel assigned. Whether the remaining 45

percent were absorbed in overhead (a not unreasonable assumption) or jj
whether a large proportion of study effort was unreported cannot be

determined. Greater uncertainty is present about data from other [
commands.

Data from Combat Developments Command, Office of the Chief

of Research and Development, and Engineer Strategic Studies Group

were obtained primarily in terms of man-years per project. Data

about computer centracts from AIDS were obtained in terms of dollars,
while data about Army Materiel Command and Office of Chief of Staff

studies were obtained in both ways. In those cases where data about L
both man-years and cost of a particular project were not available,

dollars were converted to man-years or vice versa by a standard rate

appropriate to the type of organization sponsoring the work. The

figures for commercial work, supplied by Army Research Office,

were $33,000 per professional man-year for regular studies and $36,000

per m.-: -year for computer, war game, and simulation studies. The

equivalent figure for Army study agencies, supplied by Army Logistics ]
Managenient Center, was $25,000 per professional man-year. While

such a conversion involves some lack of accuracy, it eliminates the

necessity of investigating proprietary information about the costing

rates of particular contractors, ]
Studies were allocated to a category based on work statement,

project titles, personal knowledge of the project, and in a few cases,

examination of study reports. With two exceptions, the entire reported

effort on a study was allocated to the principal category to which it "1

applied; no attempt was made to pro-rate the effort among general ]
categories. Exceptions to this rule wer. .ado for the two largest

studies. the Brown Board and NAPALM. It was difficult in a number I
of cases to make the distinction between studies of the communications

one and of field army. 3

Afk_
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C DEFINITION OF STUDY BALANCE

Exhibit 3 contains an implicit definition of "balance." It says,

in effect, that a study program is "balanced" when it has addressed
itself to every logistic operation (Function) that must be performed

in every organization (Location) that must perform it. The left-hand

column of the table represents the operations or functions, and the

organizations or locations are listed across its top. As far as the

authors can determine, the future Army design is accomplished by

asking two questions:

What functior s must be done?

"What organizations must do them?

This i3 not an oversimplication; it was found in tracing the

conception and generation of a study program through the various ech-

elons of command that these are the only two questions that may be

asked in a meaningful way. The definition of a "balanced" logistics

study program is one arrived at by asking these two questions system-

1' atically at each successively lower echelon of responsibility iniormu-

lating the study program. If these two are asked, the program stands

a reasonable chance of being "balanced"; if they are omitted, asking

any number of clever subsidiary questions will not remedy the defect.

The impression of the authors is that these two questions are not
asked systematically.

The subsidiary questions cannot be overlooked. Does the Army

possess the data to study a particular operation? Is a technique avail-

able that can give us a realistic answer concerning such and such a

problem? Are the personnel to make such a study available either

in-house or through a contractor? If the answer is "no" to enough of

these subsidiary questions, an arbitrary set of assumptions ba-cd on

professional judgment may be a.,ropriate rather than starting a study

that will have no meaning. In such a case the logistics study program

will of necessity lack "balance," but this does not change the basic

definition: a "balanced" study program is one in which every job to

be performed has been considered and every orgai.ization to perform

it has been evaluated.
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EVALUATION OF PROGRAM BALANCE

Before discussing the program as reflected in Exhibit 3 and

Appendix C, a few comments are relevant about an aspect of the study

effort that these tables do not reveal: the guidance of the overall study

effort provided by the key Army planning documents. These are the

Basic Army Strategic Estimate (BASE), the Army Strategic Plan (ASP),

and the Army Force Development Plan (AFDP) and the Army Strategic

Capabilities Plan (ASCP). These supposedly key documents appear to F9
be largely ineffective, things to which everyone refers and which no one

reads. They are assigned to staff officers as collateral responsibilities F]
and less than a man-year of study effort is to be spent on each. It is

probably not overstating our conclusions to say they have little or no

meaningful content. They do not contain the alternative requirements

that may be laid on the Army in the years ahead, and they certainly do

not visualize alternative concepts of ope rations and support in enough Li
detail to provide a foundation for a program of logistics studies. If

these documents were what they were intended to be, the logistics

study effort would have a goal and a framework %vithin which to work.

Because they are not. the authors propose a set of substitute studies

referred to as master studies.

Approximately 700 man-years of effort were identified in FY66

Army logistics research. About 10 percent of this might be considered

structure studies, that is, studies giving overall direction to the study

program. Determining the amount of effort on "di ýcted" studies was I
difficult because the audit trail is so difficult to follow. Estimates of

amount of effort in this area varied widely; the authors feel that this II
type of effort is comparatively small, but looms large in people's minds

because of its importauce.

About 40 percent of the total effort was focused on the CONUS

national inventory control points. The communications zone and the

combat zone of a theater received an additional 20 percent each of total

effort. No studies were found relating to support of the Army by Defense

Supply Agency and other agecies in the United Statc. or support by the

1
t'"
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(• Army of Marine and Air Force units in a theater. Although the Army

has studied in detail the problems of an air LOC within a theater, it

appears ;,o have studied only briefly the logistic operation of linking its

CONUS base with the theater; such studies accounted for about 1 percent

of the total effort. Transportation and procurement received attention

in either CONUS or the theater, but not both. Logistic support of

CONUS-based units and of operations of the CONUS depot system, at

least in its broader aspects, have also been studied but slightly, ac-

counting for about 2 percent of the total effort. In summary, the ef-

fort devoted to studying various locations in which logistics operations

are carried out appears to have slighted several im~portant areas.

From the viewpoint of logistic function, rather than organizational

location, the snapshots may show a similar lack of balance. Procure-

ment, inventory control, and maintenance have been studied extensively.

I T The comparatively small amount of effort devoted to studies of trans-

portation is surprising, considering the emphasis given to this subject

in the last few years. This low figure may reflect the feeling that

problems in this field are under control ant the fact that attention

in this area is focused on hardware rather than on methods to best carry

[ out the function.

A particularly important deficiency is that of data and factors.

Not only is the methodology weak, but the data itself is not collected

in a systematic way. Note that about I percent of the total effort is

devoted to this aspect of logistics. In view of the long-recognized de-

ficiency of supply pianning factors, the extensive revision of TOE's,

and the sensitivity of budget estimates and simulations to such factors,

the effort in this area appears much less than desired. A second de-

ficiency is in the area of storage operations, particularly the type ad-

dressed to alternate types of depot systems and alternate approaches

to the entire question of military and mobilization storage.

In terms of both money ard rman-years. the logistics study effort

is divided about equadly between Army in-house agencies and
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cont;actors, with the latter performing almost all ogistics gaming and

simulation. The gaming effort accounts for approximately $1 -1/Z mil-

lion and 70 man-years of effort, or about 10 percent of all logistics

studies.

Because the imbalance of study efforts referred to above might

be a temporary condition, the study effort in previous years was also F]
checked, although with lesser detail. The organizational locations and

categories tabulated in Exhibit 3 were examined for the period 1962 []
through 1966 by reviewing the studies catalogued by ASDIRS and count-

ing the number in each category. This count is shown in the last table

of Appendix C. It shows an imbalance in the study program similar to

that found in the detailed man-year evaluation of FY66.

GUIDELINES FOR AUGMENTED STUDY EFFORT

To outline an augmented study program, something more is re-

quired than the snapshots of what is now being done. Rules or guide-

lines are needed so that studies proposed to augment the present

program are more than just random suggestions. To arrive at these

guidelines, some questions mus, be posed to which every study addres-

ses itself: Why? What? When? How? ("Where" and "who" are dis- fJ
cussed in other sections of this report.) The answers to these questions

about logistics studies may provide a framework upon which to construct I
an augmented study program.

Thbe first question is "why": Why are studies initiated? The

General Staff and the Army study agencies make some studies to answer

question-, asked by a nigher authority for which no answers now exist. A

directed study is an example of this type that was brought up constantly

during the team's investigation. A second reason for studies is to find

a solution to a problem that is becoming urgent. The brushfire study

of this type wa,; also referred to frcqucnily during the interviews. A

main reason "why" the Army should have a logistics study program, then,

is to enable the Army to take the initiative in dealing with problems and

with the Department of Defense.
J1

..

°1
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The second question to be answered is 'what": What should the

Army study in order to anticipate its problems? Exhibit 3 indicates

how this question is being answered today. Leaving aside the question

of study quality, the table shows that the Army is now studying only

those operations for which it has command responsibility. The support

that it will receive from DSA and other DOD organizations does not

appear to be a subject for systematic investigation. The logistics sup-

port that the Army is expected to supply to other services in the theater

receives only cursory examination. While the Air Force, through the

RAND Corporation, conducts detailed studies of the Army logistics

system to determine the amount of support that it may depend upon

receiving, the Army neither conducts studies of the support it will

receive from Air Force and Navy nor lays requirements for s'ich studices

on its sister services. If a purpose of the study prograrn is to get

ahead of the brushfire and crash requirement, then the study program
should broaden its vision to encompass all agencies and operations

j" that bear on Army operations i- a future war. In effect, the answer

to the questions "what, " then, is to study not orly all logistics ser-

vices the Army will carry out itself, but also those related services

provided for or by other Government agencies contributing to the

overall military effort.

The third question to ask about the logistics study effort is "when,:
When will the operations that the Army investigates take place? Brush-

fire and crash projects cannot be controlled until problems are antici-

pated far enough in advance t- arrive at their solution. This leads to

the need for long-range studies, and a promising start has begun in

this direction with the CDC effort. The NAPALM effort in AMC is

another attempt to push into a new and farsighted meld a system that

has existed for decades. As discussed elscwhere, the long-raiige

planning structure required for a meaningful logistics study program

is seriously defective. To build such a structure, studies of problems

that will arise from S to 2O years in the future are required. While no

one would c-laim that a study projected so for into ttne future will provide
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a realistic solution to the problem that eventually arises' a series of

such studies will provide a framework in which to effect gradual change

more effectively than at present. The answer to the question *when, '

then, is to study not only short-range problems but the long-range ones []
as well.

The last question about the logistics study program is "how": LI
How should the studies be carried out? The far-looking, broad-range

framework envisaged in the preceding paragraphs r.luires, in some ]
cases, methodology that the Army does not extensively use at present.

It will be difficult, for example, to evaluate the capabilities of the J.S.

economy to support different levels of land war without recourse to a

large econornetri': model, perhaps of the input-output type. The Army

also appears to require the capability to make demographic projections

relating to civilian, military, and industrial manpower, although this is

not exclusively a problem of logistics. Failure to develop and to em- []
ploy such methodologies accounts for many Army problems with DOD.

It is as if the Army lived in a 2-dim.iensional world while DOD asks

questions from the third or fourth dimension. The Army should give

itself a capability to operate freely in these newly added dimensions.

The present methods of studying military problernb will certainly --

continue to be the basis for most studies, but even here a deficiency is

noted: the data bank needs vigorous attention. The available World A
War II and Korea War data are generally recognized as being outdated,

arid little are being accumulated to takc their place. The au-hors were un- ]
unable to find a systematic program of data accunmulation. Spasmodic

efforts relating to a type of equipment or unit are occarornally made,

but the fact remains that logistics data about the war in Vietnam, on

which w'e may presume the planning for the next few years will be based,

are not being system-tically assemnbled. . I
In summary, the logistics study projects to balance the present

effort might well be conceived with the following guidelines in mind: ,

0 Take the initiative.

0 Study outside the Army.

J
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0 Study into the future.

6 Use new methodology and data.

MASTER STUDIES

To ensure purposefulness and direction in Army logistics, the

organization responsible for guiding logistics studies should be re-

quired to do something constructive with the studies that it has directed

others to produce. In other words, the studies office of DCSLOG

should be required to take all of the studies of lesser scope that it has

directed to be performed and synthesize these into an overall volume

or document describing the complete, proposed logistics system of

the Army for a particular objective year. The procedures by which

this would be carried out and the responsibilities of DCSLOG and the

Chief of Staff are outlined in Section IV. Here will be described only

{ the studies that are the foundations and the final products of the over-

all logistics study cycle.

V Inventory of Study Findings

The authors have been unable to discover any person who knows

the total logistics research effort in enough detail to say what conclu-

sions have been supported and what questions require further investi-

gation. ASDIRS records almost 1,100 studies completed or in progress

since 1962. About 80 of them can be identified as directly related to

logistics, while perhaps two or three hundred more contain conclusions

that are peripherally relevant. A symptom of this uncertainty is the

fact, known to knowledgeaL!e researchers for a long time, that the

Army tends to contract for the same study over and over rather than

recognizing when a pro')lem has been solved. A necessary condition

for a program of systematic research, then, is to know what you've

learned before you start to stuly. An investory of study findings is

required.

The academic rld solves this difficulty by an occasional book

or article in a pr&•s, bnal journal summarizing in short paraeraphs

all relevant coniclusions that can be drawn about a particular subject

from the pre.,nt state of research. A book review also serves this
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purpose in the world at large, but the problem of security classifica-

tion prevents the Army from using book reviews for many of its studies.

The type of inventory envisaged for the logistics study effort could be

based on a systematic study structure of logistics, perhaps similar to

that used in Zxhibit 3. Under each heading would be a succinct listing

of the conclusions that could be drawn based on current research, and 11
each conclusion would be referenced by a superscript to an entry in the

bibliography of the inventory. The studies from which no conclusions 3
could be drawn would be of equal interest and might be listed in a sep-

arate appendix. Such an inventory should be one of the documenta pre-

pared to initiate the study cycle leading to each objective year series

of stud ..s. Work on such an inventory of existing studies should be

started immediately as a foundation on which to build the reinvigorated

logistics study program discussed elsewhere.

In keeping with the guideline, "Study outside the Army, " the in- 11
ventory should include conclusions derived from studies made by the

Navy and Air Force, as well as other agencies of the government when

appropriate. Particular attention should be devoted to inventorying the

inconsistencies itnd contradictions in studies currently being issued by

the various forccs. Needless to say, relevant conclusions from work

of civilian agencies and universities should be included and the o.,tput

of the RAND Corporation should not be overlooked. The significant

word is "relevant." The difference between an inventory that is a val-

uable tool and one that is a hodge-podge of irrelevancies is exercise of

judgment on the part of its authors. This will take work.

Logistics Alternatives Document

Two types of master studies should be conducted systematically

by the DCSLOG and its study agency. The first is a study describing

the specific logittic-i alternatives that must be explicitly considered in

a study program. This study sets the Loundarics to the overall logistics 3
conlcepts to be examined. Different General Staff sections would be

responsible for conceiving the particular set of alte-natives appropriate
J

.~ 5
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to their function. The alternatives needed to initiate the study cycle

leading to a particular future year are listed in Exhibit 4. From

the entire General Staff some 17 different sets are required. DCSLOG,

through its Study Office, is conceived as responsible for three sets

of these alternatives: (a) theater support; (b) Army logistics base;

and (c) U. S. DOD logistics base.

SObjective Y ear L ogistics Studies

The final product resulting from the entire cycle of alternatives

and derivative studies is a master study of the entire Army logistics

problem for an objective year. On perhaps a 3-year cycle the Logis-

tics Study Office would produce three such studies: Logistics-70,

Logistics-80, and Logistics-90, each describing the type of logistics

system envisaged at a particular point in time. These studies should

1' cover the entire range of Army interest in logistics from Defense

Supply Agency procurement to consumption factors ior combat units in

* alternative theaters. The purpose of these three documents wouid be

to synthesize the current state of research on a logistics system for

* the particular time irame in question. Writing them would be hard

work. The authors would have to read everything on the subject, weigh

and reconcile recommendations that conflict because of different view-

points, and decide which combination of systems best fits the Army's

overall needs. Often because of the interaction of different studies,

a system or course of action may be recommended for the Army as a

whole which none of the specialized derivative studies thought the best

solution. This will require a discussion of the derivative studies and

why their conclusions in a particular rvspect are not applicable. In

other words, to be of atty use, the objective year study should not be

an anthology; nor should it be a summary. What it should be is a group

of General Staff officers trying as hard as they can to address problems

that have btee previously .4ddressed in derivative studies by technical

specialists. So;ch x volume shotdd bc a constant reference zo those

making opterating deciaions. Is, for example. closing of a depot being

considerccd? Army-80 should be the first documcnt referred to in order

to see how such an action fits in with overall plans.
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EXHIBI7 4 - SETS OF ALTERNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED BY
LOGISTICS STUDY PROGRAM DIRECTED TOWARD
A PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE YEAR

Type of Alternatives Furnished By

I. Personnel DCSPER

2. Political Climate ACSI

3. U.S. National Objectives DC.SOPS ,

4. Foreign Military Technology ACSI

5. Foreign Military Threat ACSI

6. State of U.S. Economy COA

7. Budget Level.; in Intervening Years COA

8. Levels of War DCSOPS

9. Specific Cont:.ngencies DCSOPS

10. Navy Concept of Operations DCSOPS

11. Air Force Concept of Operations DCSOPS

12. Army Force Structure ACSFOR

13. Army Tacticid Concepts ACSFOR

14. Theater Logistics Support DCSLOG

15. U.S. Army Logistics Base DCSLOG

16. U.S. DOD Logistics Base DCSLOG

1o17. U. S. Technology Forccast OCRD

I)

-I

I

i 1
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The number of difficulties that the Logistics Study Office en-
counters in writing these final documents measures how well the study

Sprogram on which they are based had been planned, and the thought

involved will lead to areas for future research as well as reveal mis-

takes in planning the previous program. The bibliography and foot-

note to such studies would be a major guide for studiers looking for

background information. For these documents to do the most good,

they should be, as far as possible, unclassified,

In preparing structure studier, the Army might be guided by the

j [ experience of the academic world. It has evolved a system whereby

the state of research on a particular subject is summarized from time

to time in a definitive work whose function is not to make an original

contribution, but to synthesize the rcsults of manj particular studies

and articles into a coherent picture of the state of research. In Europe

such syntheses are referred to as "text" books, with a meaning dif-

ferent from that in the United States. This type of text is not a simple

( 4!,introduction, but rather a fundamental review of all work in a partic-

"ular area. An essential part of any such "text" is a discussion of what

is known as the "state of question." That is, the various conclusions

of specific studies are compared and the answers that each provide

are either reconciled or the need for additional research is pointed

out. Handbook of Or anizations (Reference 13) is an example of the

type of volume suggt-sted in a field related to Army interests. Better

quality volumes are available in more remote fields, as this book is

really more of an anthology than a synthesis. Nevertheless, it does

represent the type of product tho Army could produce.

The authurs envisage the complete study cycla to be repeated

every 3 years with the short-range and long-range products requiring

about 9 months each to write and perhaps 18 months for the midrange

study. In other words, writing a structure study is not a small job; it

requires morc thaa reading superficially the conclusions to a few studies

ancl jotting them down in a hastily composed narrative. Reconciling the
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results of the studies in the present study program with those in pre-

ceding study programs and synthesizing the results of studies in the
related fields of logistics involve hard work.

STUDIES OF NON-ARMY AGENCIES

The first area in which a series of derivative type studies are

required concerns the requirements of the Army's relation to the DOD

logistic base in the United States and to the economy at large. The

emphasis of the studies in this and in the following subsections is to

provide 'input for the Logisti,.s-80 structure study. Although some

work can be done on Logistics-70, studies of the type described below

probably could not be completed and implement,:d by 1970. This would

not mean that the derivative study would always be focused exclusively ]
on a sirngle objective year. Some of these foundation studies, such as

computer software, might have to address several objective years in

the same study. Several examples of the type of study that should be

initiated in the area of non-Army logistics agencies follow:

FSN Migration

The Army might Investigate over a long period the desirable

allocation of federal stock numbers and classes between DSA and the

Army. Such a study should include considerations of depot location,

mobilization, training requirements of Army urits, and future organi-

zation of DOD, and of their effects on response and requisition cycle

time. The study should provide a basis for the Army to anticipate

future DSA assumption of Army supply functions.

ASD (I&L) 2
Studies are required to investigate the relftions of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) to the Army, to

isolate his key decisions bearing on Army operations, to anticipate

his role in the future, and to investigate changes in Army and DOD so

that the two may work together in the most effective manner. The

purpose of such studies is to anticipate future shifts• in the allocation

of power in order to bc most responsive to such proposals whcn they

arise.

''1
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Econometric Models of U.S.

F An econometric model of the U.S. economy should be obtained,

* and an in-house capability to operate and revise such a model should

be developed. The Leontieff input-output model in its latest version

seems to be the most likcly candidate, although the simultaneous

equation type (such as the Brookings or Klein models) should also be

investigated. In addition, the Army personnel with a capability in using

such a model should develop a familarity with the Office of Emergency

Planning economic mobilization model (PARM), and should address

some of their study efforts to methods of r elating such a model to

long-range planning of a CONUS supply bare. In redesigning the

Army logistics system, the capab.hity of the U.S. is an important as

the intentions of potential enemies. Am.ong the alternatives to be

investigated will be different levels of economic support for likely

wars.

STUDIES OF CONUS LOGISTICS

The scarcity of studies relating to tie CONUS depot system may

reflect a general satisfaction with its operation as well as the feeling

that the important decisions in this area are made at the DOD level.

Nevertheless, over an extended period of Inime a number of alternatives

are available in regard to depots. The following subsections discuss

* some of the investigations that appear to be desirable in this area.

Structure of Depot System

The present CONUS depot system, even if efficient, should not

be considered permanent. It might be desirable, for reasons having

little to do with cost, to have a series of small, single warehouse depots

scattered throughout the country. In other conditions, nne or two large

ones for the entire woild may very well be desirable. These types of

alternatives can be studied on a long-range basis via several of the more

common niathematical algorithms, taking Into consideration such factors

as cost, contingency requirements, the future transportation system

within the United States, and the various foreign thre.ats. Considering
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the large number of factors beating on such alternatives, simulation r)

and mathematical models will most likely be required. The intent of

such investigations is to determine how much influence various types

of contingencies and logistics systems might have on the different types

of depot systems. Such a study might well be repeated periodically as

the main thrust of the most likely Army dep)oyment shifts from one

part of the world to the next.

Depot Relations with Camps LI
Alternative organizations and command relations between the

depot system and the camps and stations in CONARC should be investi-

gated in the long-range period. Alternate organizations of camps and

depots in the U. S. are easy to envisage, and a number have been tried, ]
at least experimentally, in the past.

The long-range conrtruction effort of the Army in the United

States is intimately linked with the particular type of post, camp, and

station syste~n envisaged as being most responsive to future demands.

This in turn is related to the type of strategic deployment appropriate

for different periods in the future, as well as to the type of threat like-

ly from a potential attacker. ]

The present alignment of responsibility between AMC and CONARC

is not final, and the desirability of gradual change toward a different

long-range arrangement should be kept under systematic and periodic

consideration. Here agair., the intent of such studies is not change for

change's sake but to keep under consideration whether or not the gen-

eral structure is sensitivi to changing modes of war. r 3
Alternative Construction Systems

A series of studies appears to be required dealing with alternatives

and tradeoffs in the overall area of construction. Should planning be

for it zu be performed entirely by the Army or primarily by civilian

contractor? What are the time limits on rapid construction in the event

of mobilization? What size construction effort is rcquired to maintain
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( the training base at different time periods of the future? The purpose

( of such studies would be to provide a framework in which the troop

requirements might be evaluated in terms of the long-range need for

facilities. As potential threats shift from one part of the world to

another, so presumably does our pattern of stationing troops. Each

such shift may generate a requirement for a major construction effort.

The magnitudes and alternatives in such effort should be the object of

systematic study, since it has an impact on the tradeoffs available in

other parts of the logistics system.

Real Estate Requirements

Most considerations mentioned above relative to construction

j are also relevant to real estate acquisition and disposal. The prob-

lem of changing tactics and weapons also bears on this question. If

S¶ the Army of 1980 will be fighting primarily in urban areas, the pres-

ent rural orientation of the post, camp, and station system is unreal-S is istic. It would Le better to build barracks in slums to give the soldiers;

a feel for the environment in which they will operate. In fact, putting

a barracks of soldiers in the middle of a slum might be an effective

way to make the slum disappear, and soldiers with money in their

pockets may be as useful in fighting poverty as in fighting Russian

tanks. With a growing population, the available real estate is limited

and the planning must operate in advance of the real ertate developer.

Permanent Medical Support System

The hospital and medical system is another aspect of logistics

that should be analyzed for its responsiveness to changing demands

on the Aimy. Considering the likely contingencies, should there be

a shift of facilities from one part of the country to another? What types

of facilities are required for each eventuality? In such considerations

the relation to the particular post, camp, and station system envisaged

and the requirements for rapid strategic deployment appcar crucial.

What should be the relation betwcen major departure airfields and major

A rmy mcdical facilities? Hlow should the system develop in rcl.ition
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to DOD-inspired shifts of responsibility? In some eircumstances the

hospital system might well be abandoned and a shift made to civilian

institutions. If tle Army were quartered largely in urban areas, no

other alternative might be available, Needless to say, changing pat- [3
terns of in-patient/out-patient care would influence the size and design

of the hospital system required. Such studies should also address the

likelihood and desirability of Army hospitals being placed under a DOD

medical command to enable the General Staff to evaluate such a sug-

gestion if it arises. 13

STUDIES OF THE LOC 19

This category refers to studies of the air and sea link between

the United States &nd theater as well as the ports, airfields, and service F-
organizations at each end. While water terminals are no longer an

Army responsibility, the Army remains their major customer, and it

should systematically review whatever changes in their operating pro-

cedures and organization may be required in relation to its changing

mission. Although consideiable attention has been devoted to strategic

deployment in the last few years, several linkti in this chain still require

exploration. The implications of the future typcs of sea transport on 0
Army operations and organization indicate the need for studies in this

area. Examples of such studies are discussed below.

Control Technique for Rapid Deployment

The introduction of rapid strategic deployni.,L via air dictates

something more than the conventional mobilization and marshalling

techniques. If a unit is not available as planned, another must be rap-

idly put in its place, and a unit's equipment or men left behind must

be controlled, accounted for, and reunited with their parent organization.

Each small slippage in a rapid deployment of four or five hundrcd thou- L.

sand troops can generate large unforeseen repercussions. Considering

the scheduling prccision required by this kind of operation, it may be ii
desirable to develop a mcchanized ".ystcm of production or movement

coltrol.

*

4
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Some method is needed to cope rapidly with the inevitable mixups

that occur when large bodies of troops and great numbers of equipment

9 are involved. Attention is required particularly in the case of Reserve

and National Guard units of the support type, where the discipline and

level of training may be less than assumed in doctrinal publications.

The design of such control mechanisms requires as a foundation more

fundamental studies to determine which links in the deployment system

S( are likely to be bottlenecks, either through enemy action or normal

operations.

Deployment by Submarine

Sea transport, at least for military purposes, might shift in the

future from air and surface to below the surface. If a submarine the

size of an ocean liner should prove feasible, some ioreLhought will be

required concerning the activities and morale of troops in confined

I spaces during such depoyments and their capability for combat after

an extended pariod under water. Such a change in deployment dictates

changes in R9D objectives. Equipment characteristics may also have

to be changed in a manner analagous to those appropriate to airlift,

which in turn could dictate changes in methods of operations and even

in tactics.

Alternatives to Large Ports and Airports

Depending on the type of war and the type of units being moved,

deployment might be carried out more efficiently through a large num-

ber of small ports than through a few large ones. Such a shift depends,

as in the theater, on the threat, the available ports, and the amount to

be moved through each. In studying such a question from the viewpoint

of CONUS-based units, the overall structure of posts, camps, and

stations, as well as the depot system, should be considered, and the

study should be carefully related to the structural analysis of the depot

sy)stem referred to above. The point to studies such as this i5 the need

for the Army to anticipate change.; required in the DOD-controlled por-

tion of the system (MTMTS and MAC) generated by changed concepts of

Army tactics and logistics.
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U.
STUDIES OF THEATER LOGISTJCS

Studies in this location are primarily the responsibility of CDC,

although Appendix C shows effort in this area by other study agencies

as well. Cumulatively, the field i'• well covered; any lack of balance [1
stems from considerations relating to study methodology.

Army Support to Other Services.3

While CDC studies extensively the requirements for units to sup-

port the Army in the field, the requirement for Army units to support

Marine, Air Force. and Navy units is not examined in depth, in keep-

ing with the principle of study outside the Army, such units should be Li
examined by the logistics study program. In some cases, data about

such support is available and the problem is only .,ne of getting it into .

Army studies. The organization of a Marine division, for example, is

well known, but it is different enough from an Army division to require lJ

some recognition of this fact in considering a direct support mainten-

ance unit for a thaater. Even determining to an acceptable level of

detail what size the Air Force or Marine componcnt of a particular

theater will be has been difficult, and studies are required on a con-

tinuing basis to ensure that the load on the Army-operated supply sys- C-
tem by Air Force and Navy units is developed in a manner consistent

with similar estimates and assumptions for Army units. In general, '

it is a council of prudence to watch very carefully the problems one

cannot control.

Quantified Base for Combat Service Support-80

Comparatively speaking, the stud"y program conductcd by Combat

Developments Command of the overseas theater is impressive for both

coverage and thoroughness of planning. As a rule, however, these

studies are not well grounded in terms of quantitative assumptions.

Tht inputs and a •umptions for each study should contain more numbers,

and these- numbers shovld be coo. dinated for all derivative and functional

studies. An exatnple v! the pre!-nt attitude o_ ._s ini the Army-75

* J
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f• concept study where the Chinese threat does not include even an assumed

number of Chinese divisions, much less a series of alternative Chinese

force levels. This lack of a quantitative foundation for the subsidiary

studies is, perhaps, more important for logistics than for combat or

combat support studies. Quantitative inputs for the Transportation-75

program would certainly be the miles of roads and railroads in several

real or hypothetical theaters, as well as initial assumptions regarding

tonnages moved between key destinations. Similarly, quantitative inputs

for Maintenance-75 would be estimates of the number of vehicles and

major items of equipment to be supported in several theaters. Such

inputs will have an impact not only on maintenance studies, but also

on transportation and storage studies. This is not to suggest that all

studies, or eý'en a majority of them, require the use of advanced mathe-

matical methodology. The degree to which such methodology can be

used depends upon factors such as the edicztion of the studiers and,

even more important, the irragination and insight that they may possess.

These factors are largely beyond the control of the people who conceive

a study program and write the study directives. What is suggested here,
however. i-, tiat in the- prnces of "cncci;'ig studies and assigning

them for performance, merely specifying the questions to be answered
is not enough. A set of quantitative inputs is also required to focus

study effort and to coordinate parallel research across individual study

lines.

The combat service supply study for Army-75 is now scheduled

for completion in December of 196U. This i.s probably too late to make

a very radical change in its approach, although some increase in the

rigor of its approach may be possible. There is not enough lead time

to use Arniy-75 as a test vehicle for the envigorated study approach

outlined above. As a start towards this ibjective, a series of I -page

appendixes should be prepared for the Army-80 ( ,mcept study. Each

of these pages would list the quantified assumptions or inputs to one of

the derivative, functional, special, or technical studies listed in

Appendix B of the Army-80 concept study. Some items of data, naturally,
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will be repeated in more than one appendix. Both the Transportation

and the Engineer derivative studies, for example, need as inputs miles

of road and railroad in several types of theaters. These appendixes

should then be distributed to the study agencies with the requirement

that the quantified assumptions and inputs be used in evaluation of the

study's recomr-ondations. These inputs might be explicitly listed in

an appendix to the study to permit easy checking of their use by study

reviewers. ¶-
Less Essential Units and Items of Equipment

The present program of studies of operations within the theater

aims almost exclusively at ulti.Inately answering a single question:

How much equipment, units, personnel, and do trine are required to

fight a war? The study methodclogy involves, at least implicitly,

postulating the threat, estimating the number of divisions required to

meed the threat, and constructing a theater-wiee conbat service sup- 13
port system that will support those divisions. This total system is

sooner or later translated into number of units and pieces of equipment

to become a foundation for procurement planning, structuring the peace-

time support system, and every other activity cngaged in by the Army.

Because of the basic method by which the questions about force and

equipment requirements are answered, the fourdation for these follow-

on activities is shaky. The answers ignore a consideration painfully

obvious in most military operations. That is, in a war there is never

enough of everything; something is always short. Even if the Army's

estimating methods were precise, changcs in the development of events

arc hound to make the preplanned supply of some units and equipment

inadequate. Although the only certain factor in war is inadequatc re-

sources, the logistics study system simply overlooks this certainity.

It aims at determining what is needed, but does not try to assess the

impact of deficiencies. It can determine the exaict quantities required

of hundred?: of itches of cquipment i-nd units, but cannot tell for which , A

of thcn• a Ohortagk, will crcatc the greatet t problvi". In pltnning
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Log'stics..80, for example, it is necessary to know not only the size

• +and type of maintenance support structure required, but also the re-

suits rf having less than the full requirement. This type of information

S( is useful not only to the peacetime staff planner in making decisions

concerning mobilization stocks, but also to the theater commander in

wartime who must make instantaneous decisions about the number and

location of unit.; and equipment.

With the study system now geared to answer questions about

total requirements, it would be impractical at the present time to

demand anywhere near a complete answer to questions concerning what

is more or less essential. Nevertheless, a start could be made by

instituting perhaps two studies examining particular types of units and

two studies examiniing particular typcs of e(.uipment. In analyzing

less essential units, perhaps the study syst:m might look first at the

construction battalion and at the medium tru.ck company. In analyzing

less essential equipment, the studies might iook first at the 2-1/2 ton

truck and the 500-gallon, fabric POL container. They should aim at

determining the effect of having available perhaps 50 percent to 75 per-

cent of the estimated number of items required on the capability of the

field army and theater to czrry out its mission.

If the original .tudy of absolute requix ement.R is arrie4 d ,'. with

a sufficicntly explicit quantitative basis, follow-on studies of less essen-

tial requirements will be comparatively easy. Nevertheless, a perice

of transition would be required befcre the basic Army derivative and

special studies are established on a sufficiently quantified basis for

the follow-on study to flow as a natural consequence of the basic

requircments study. Accordingly, :he less essential type studies

should be started inimediately.

DATA AND METIIODOLOGY S'UDi:;S

The most glaring docficicyc" ii; the logistics study effort is the

absentce of the systematic accumulation of opcrational data. A second

deficiency is the failure to develop methodology. Something more
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advanced than conventional man-per-day type factors is called for in

estimating requirements for both units and equipment. This applies to 3
everything from construction battalions to spare parts. If vehicles

rather than soldiers consume gasoline, estim, ating unit POL require- E
ments on a man-day basis is difficult to rationalize. While the Ariny

seems fairly comfortable -with c ost estimating relations involving three 13
or more variables, it does not make .;nough use of this tool in the more

important area of estimating operational capabilities and requirements.

A third deficiency relates to the acceptance of quantitative methods

in general. In the past 10 )ears the use of quantitative methods has

spreund rapidhyr Even reseachers in such disciplines as education and

business administration are today expected to have at least some ac-

quaintance with the use of statistics and simple model building. The 3
recent establishment by the Army of an operations research career

field for officers foreshadows a wider and more discriminating use in

the future of quantitative methods to analyze military problems. The

trend in the Army is likely to be for quantitative methods to he expected

in most studies, rather than in relation to a few specific problems.

Moreover, it is becoming increasingly the case that anyone making a

study must be at least familiar with quantitative methods rather than 0
depending on a corps of specialists. During the study team's inte-views,

the terms "operations resea "ch" and "advanced mathematics" were j
frequently ucd in referring :o nothing more than straightforward algebra,

indicating a need for indoctrination throughout the study system con-

cerning these techniques. The standard method of spreading new

doctrine throughout the Army is by £iieans of a field manual, and for

this purpose two manuals appear to be required._a

Some projects requiring attention in this area are described

below. 1
Data A. -cy

The late Dr. Lyf'ri Rumbaugh of OFO was ooc of the foundt rs ;ind

leaders of the Army stutly community. When he died 2 ycarx ago. an
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! + .- uncompleted address was found on his desk. It began with the words,

"The data bank is empty ..

While there is a Levere shortage of operational data, pockets of

it are available which could be aggressively mined and published. Some

of these data come from Vietnam; some come from war games and

simulation. Maneuvers are another likely source. A continuing gather-

ing and publishing effort is urgently required to get live data flowing

Ltrough the veins of the study system. The type of publications needed

here might be modeled on the Statistical Yearbook of the United States

or siorne of the Department of Commerce series, such as the "Survey

of Current Busine-s."

"The people who generate data have little motivation to assemr'Ae,
systematize, and publish it. They are too busy doing other thin-s like

operating ports or running war games. The stuuiors who need such
r1+ta find little incentive to publish it either. The present system tends
to reward them more for publishing poorly groundtd reports than for

publishing di.ta on which reports cf others might be better grounded.

Fc: Ehis reason, data gathering studies to be effective must be
performed bj a reparate agen*cy that has no other responsibility. It

should establish clore liaison with the Office of the Chief of Military

History, but an outlook different fzom that of the political histcrian is

raquired. The attitudes and thinking patterns of an economic historian,

sociologirt -r census Lker Appear more appropriate to the probl -ns
of this tq._-.,cy. Although thi. agency could be located in the CDC, it

* would probably want to b-ild on the baris of the data accuirulated by

the DCSLOG Data Processing Center at Radford. Its function would

be to set data standards, occuwnulate and systematize data from ma-

ni-ivers, actual operations, and field tests, and publish the data in

perhaps the DA Supply Bulletin Series.

Urit Capabilities Studies

The capabilities :tatenicnts of logistic type units are the key to

force planning, which ;n turn d,'terrnincs mobilization strck and budget
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levels. These statements are on a very unsure foundation. Greater

use of numbers in expressing unit capabilities is called for in new TOE's,

and those in existence should be reviewed for a more realistic approach Fl
where appropriate. The "maintenance equivalent" concept, for example,

might be replaced by an estimating formula or a nomograph. Whether

or not TOE 29-137F can maintain 6,048 automotive equivalents in all

parts of the world and in all types of combat is at least doubtful. This

is the very type of information required to do any kind of a force plan- Fl
ning job that claims to be realistic. Studies of unit capability should

approach the problem from the theoretical, statistical point of view,

as well as by means of a systematic review of the performance of

particular units in field tests and military operations.

Revised FM 101-10

The recommendation for revision of FM 101 -10 has been made

many times before by study agencies and contractors; it would appear U
iecessary to make it once more. However, the revision of this manual

which appeared last year contains many World War II and Korea data

which are now obsolete, and it fails to recognize the results of studies

that the Army itself has commissioned. Its figures should be reviewed, 0
and the results of previous studies, war games, and actual operations

should probably be amalgamated with whatever operational and histor- -

ical data that still appear valid. Even more important, a series of

footnotes and a systematic bibliography should be included so that an

analyst or staff officer using a particular set of figures or factors

could determine their source and, if necessary, go back to the source

to make necessary adjustments because of peculiarities in has own J
problems. The footnoting system in Historical Statistics of the United

States is a model one in this respect. j

The revision should aim at converting a publication that has long

cutgrowrL the field manual stage into something approaching an engineer's

handbook for staff planners. The tables should, insofar as possible, be

converted to graphs and nornographs. Many -f the relationis expressed )
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C as man-day factors could be expressed as formulas or equations to
permit explicit recognition by the planner of the peculiarities of the

particular situation he is studying.

Logistict System Measures of Performance

A series of interrelated studies is required, addressing itself

to logistics system performance measures. These measures have

an even more important use than justifying budgets and making cost
effectiveness studies; they are the most promising way for the comman-

dant of the theate-° to reall•cate personnel and units as the tactical

situation develops. The traditional overloading of rear areas with units

and the scarcity of personnel in forward areas exist primarily because

of an inability of theater Army staffs to judge the workload of logistic

units in the theater. Some method is required to correct thic deficiency,
and it appears likely that it should center around the problems of per-

formance measures.

Despite a long felt need, very little of value has been accomplished

in this area. An approach that looks promising would be to flow-chart

each logistic function from CONUS to the front line, placing unit capa-

bilities figures on each block of the chart. This is also the approach

to be used to gather data that the data agency might pursue. A number

of techniques involving multivariate statistics also look promising in

this area. The logistic system should make a start, even though the
problen. i5 a hard one, and aim at producing tools that can be used for

cost effectiveness studies and for running a war as well.

¶ Logistics Requirements for Maneuvers

The shurtage of data and the deficiencies of FM 101 -10 persist,
in part, because they are not continually exposed in the process of

maneuver evaluation. The inembers of the Army logistics study effort

do not appear to feel very strongly that they should concern themselves

with large field tests and maneuvers. Maneuvers seem to be viewed

ar a concern of the combat side of the house. This is surprising, since

a maneuver is the place where the capability of the logistics unit - be
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put to the test, though it is a very imperfect measure of a costat unit's 3
effectiveness. In some respects, a maneuver is even superior to corn-

bat, since it provides an opportunity for gathering data whereas combat .

seldom affords this luxury. A number of key personnel have expressed

the opinion that the study program with CDC is not realistically re- ]
lated to the needs of the user. The authors find no evidence to support

this assertion. CDC appears to make greater effort than any other 3
study program in the Army to be responsive to the needs of the uscr.

Even if the assertion were so, however, the responsibility for making

such a program realistic would lie with the General Staff in their sched-

uling of maneuvers to analyze logistics problems. The General Staff in

its logistics functions should have a voice in the number and type of Army- -I

wide maneuvers that is listened to just as attentively as when it speaks

in its conmbat aspect. I

To make this voice heard, a series of studies are required on a

continuing basis. These studies should probably be conducted by U
DCSLOG and should specify type of maneuvers and the particular logis-

tic units that must be played in them together with an assessment of the

level of realism required in order to evaluate particular characteristics

of the logistics units. Since the only field armies that are available for

tests via maneuvers are those in Europe and, to a lesser extent, in U)
Korea, studies of thib type should address themselves not only to maneu-

ver of units in the continental United States, but those stationed overseas .

as well. While this is not completely under the control of the Army Gen-

eral Staff, a voice should be heard from the Army when the maneuver

schedule for a particular year is arrived at; this vo:ce should consider

logistics as well as combat. An additional subject for consideration by

such studies would be improved ma:neuver techniques for logistics units;

there is a possibility that the umpires manual, FM-IO-5, might be fol-

lowed by a sequel, a manual directed towards maneuver techniques A
exclusively for logistic units.

Methodology Field Ma, nuals •

The Army might issue a general field manual on conducting

studies in a qnaantit;ttive fratnevwork, with exampI s 'f studies % here .

"these techniques have been apptlied. A model which n:ight bc used for

'a
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such a manual is the Combat Operations Research Group publication,

Methodology Notebook for Action Officers, now in use b7 the CDC. Not

only would such a manual provide a source of information about how to

conduct studies and a standard on what to expect of them, but the proc-

ess of staffing it and its revisions would provide a medium for educa-

ting key Army personnel on study techniques.

A second field manual that appears to be required would survey

the principal operations research techniques that are available and

give examples of the application of each. These techniques are: linear

programming, nonlinear programming, inventory theory, probability,

statistical inference, multiple regression, gaming, and simulation.

While other techniques are available, these eight are the ones in most

general use. Such a manual should not fail to discuss use of these

techniques in the general context of cost research as well as operations

research. Logistics Selective Management of Secondary Items,

FM 38-22, offers a promising basis for the chapter on inventory theory,

while the Redstone publication, Alpha and Omega and the Learning Curve,

might be the basis for a. chapter on cost research. The C&GSC refer-

ence book on var gaming is another source. The main point of this

discussion is that an invigorated logistics study program should be

alert to improvements in methodology and that these improvements

can often be founded on work started at the operating level of the Army.

LOGISTICS SIMULATION CENTER

Because larger computer simulation offers one of the ,f.w -nzhods

of studying complicated relations involving large numbers of peoplc and

¶ organizations, an in-house capability in this area is required for the

logistics study prog'rarn. The purpose of simulation is to iitegratc;

therefore, separation of a simulation of the Ck. "jS depoL system from

an overall simulation of logistics in the theater should be Avoided.

Studies of these two areat may have to be separated, but simulations

of them should be done on the same computer by progranmners with

offices in the same building. In this way, integration problems that

may be misscd by studies because they focus on part of the system can

bc caught by the simulation that bridges thcsc parts.
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A major effort of the study program should be to bring together

the key logistics simulation into one center. It should start with the [3
theater support system, the U. S. depot system, and the LOC. This

does not mean that the smaller, special simulations should not continue [I
to exist at various locations throughout the Army. Such a simulation

center would be for logistics what STAG is for operatiov'. Because of

the training value of this work, the center should be staffed primarily

by military personnel. These personnel would be engaged in the orgin-

al design and revision of simulation and to a lesser intent in the program-

ming and operation of the models. In simulation work, it is casy to

slip into a clerical level routine of chucking cards into a computer and [_
trotting away with a pile of printout without nderstanding or thiniting

about what went on in between. To prevent this condition from arising, 1
each oflicer must be made responsible for building a specific P"rLion

of a specified simulation. By having to do such work, he w'll be forced

into intimate contact with the details of the war he m;'y someday fight.

This center is envisaged as an operating center whose mission

would be to operate and construct a series of simu'ations of a world-

wide logistics system. The parallel jobs of coordinating simulations

in general, located both at the center and elsewhere, and of setting U
Army standards for simulations are functions more appropriate to

higher headquarters. Among the projects required to e!:'ablish such a -

center are those described below.

Integration of Existing Large Logistic Simulations

The existing siniulations relating to lies of communication and

theaters should be obtained and made operational at this center. The I
obvious candidates are the simulations used by the Army at the STAG,

RAG, and CORG at Fort Lee. Simulations of theater Army logistics

and Arrmy deployment (R,1fcrence 33) constructed under Air Force A

auspices at the RAND Corporation :1hould also be obtained to provide

the bro:,dcst poss. ible base for this; effort. This effort is not ifitdcnded

to assemnble in one place every simuulation in the lop.;stics !;vstein. The

larry slnni,'.tions, howc.cr, should be groupcd into oae ovv-rall system,

and this can tcb doe behest if they are locatcd at one p~ace.

.4
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S ( .Some problems of documentation and reprogramming would be

likely to arise in the transferral process, but they should not be over-

whelming. The problems themselves would not be without value, since

they would provide a good way to force center personnel to become ac-

quainted with the programs they would be integrating and systematizing.

Simply getting simulations running on their computer would be one of

the best educational experiences the center personnel could receive.

Such a move would be an aid to Army contractors as well, since it

would enable them to stop making brushfire computer runs and allow

them to work full time at extending the state of the simulation art.

Simulation of Depot and ICP System

To complete the simulation system of the overall logistics

system, new detailed simulations should be constructed of the CONUS

depot and inventory control point systems. A small start towards a

depot simulation has been made by the Army Logistics Management

Center in its COMPELS simulation. The new simulations should be

tied in with the simulations of LOC and theater logisfics referred to

above. Ultimately it would be possible to observe rather directly the

effect of proposed changes in the CONUS logistics system on the front

line logistics of the field Army. The overall simulations would also

J provide a framework in which smaller, more specialized simulations

located throughout the Army could fit themselves in studying smaller

problems. The simulation center would become a point of reference

for these local simulations when faced with a choice of a number of

alternative ways of reproducing an operation. By checking with the

center, they could select the particular approach to their small-scale

problem most consistent with the largc simulation of the overall system.

While these specialized simulations could never be centralized in one

location, having a mastvr simnulation for reference would go far towards

coordina.ting their efforts.

Siinulation of Totdl Materiel Invd t.,

Mont ,simnilutions arc rither of organizations and personnel or

of the opcr.iýIon of ite-ns of eruipment such as a Inissilr. It is possiblr
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however, to simulate other objects. Anything that goes through anoperation and has quantitative characteristics is at least susceptible to ]
simulation. The characteristics of an inventory of equipment and spare

parts are just as susceptib]a to a simulation approach as the character- LI
istics of a collection of units and vehicles. An attractive feature of

such a simulation is that much of the data for it is readily available.

There are less than a thousand major items of interest in the Army

inventory and data about the components in each; the organizations in

which each is used and the principal spare parts requir.'ments for each [1
are available in Army publications. The basis for such a simulation

involves little more than a routine collation of previo'Isly published ]
information.

Such a simulation would reflect not only the items in depot and 3
mobilization stocks, but also those in the hands of units stationed both

in the United States and overseas. With such a tool, it would be com- LI
paratively easy to appraise, for example, the increased maintenance

flow generated by stepping-up of the level of maneuvers in Europe or

the increased requirement for a particular spare part resulting from

a sudden war it, some other theater. A difficulty faced by procurement

agencies at present is that they are forced to rely on usage data in

formulating their reorder policy. This usage data, in general, re-

flects peacetimje conditions: in the event of an erergency or a limited

war, we are generally unprepared to respond. With the proposed

simulation of the Army inventory, conditions of emergency or limited

war couid be tested ahead of timc: and the anticipated load for various i
major items or parts anticipated. This is the approach toward which r

work on Army cost models is tending. The authors suggest that it

be vastly extended and used not only for budgets but to anticipate

operational problems. On a very simple level this involves merely

counting the number of each part or component in a peacttime Army

of 18 inactive divisions versuui a wartizrti Army much greater than 1
that nunmber. This kind of simplk counting of r, large number of iten"s

is a .ob that a comnputer is well equipped to perform. When thip data
A

• )
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about our current peacetime usage is extended into the situation simu-

lated by the wartime usage, at least a way is offered toward anticipating

the strains on the inventory that different contingencies may impose.

SUMMARY

How the proposed work program is broken into individual projects

will depend to a large extent on the studiers available, the location of

the effort, and how fast recommendations in other sections of this re-

port can be implemented. Exhibit 5 summarizes the estimated man-years

for each proposed stidy. It should be cautioned that these estimates

should not be accorded greater precision than they merit. The numbers

are nothing more than the best judgment of the study group. The study

program appears to represent from 300 to 400 man-years of effort

including overhead, although the scope of individual projz'cts and study

pace in general make such an estimate at best. an approximation.

The general direction and intent of an augmented study effort is

more important than the details, and the particular areas highlighted

above are more guidelines to achieving an overall objective than

immutable requirements for particular projects. Most important are
the principles o.- wh>-h the study of logistics is augmented. What is

required in the next 3 years is not so much a variety of new studies

of Army logistics problems as a new approach to studying in general.

This approach should recognize, in partic.ular, that no optimal system

will last; the world of the Army is a world of changing objectives and

changing responses. Finally, such an approach to logistics studies

has a better chance of success if it follows these four guidelines:

0 Take the initiative.

* Study outside tht Army.

* Study into the future.

• Develop methodology and data.
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EXHIBIT 5 - MAN-YEARS FOR PROPOSED STUDY PROJECTS

Study Man- Years fJ
MASTf.R STUDIES

Inventory of Study Findings 2
Alternatives for Logistics-70 2
Alternatives for Logistics-80 4
Alternatives for Logistics-90 2
Logistics-70 4 2
Logistics-80 6
Logistics-90 4

STUDIES OF NON-ARMY AGENCIES

FSN Migration 4
Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L) 3
Econometric Models of US 6 ]
STUDIES OF CONUS LOGISTICS

Structure of Depot System 6
Depot Relations with Camps 6 J
Alternative Systems Construction 6
Real Estate Requirements 5
Structure of Hospital Support System 6

STUDIES OF THE LOC

Control Technique for Rapid Deployment 12 U
Deployment by Submarine 5
Alternatives to Large Ports and Airports 6
STUDIES OF THEATER LOGISTICS j
Army Support to Other Services 6
Quantified Base ior "C-:n'.at Service Support-80" 3
Less Essential Units and Equipment 6 ,

DATA AND METHODOLOGY STUDIES

Data Agency 25 Ii
Unit Capability Studies 15
Revised FM 101-10 6
Logistic Sy!;ten Measures of Performance 8
Logistic Requiremenzts for Mancuv.:,rs 3 .
Methodology Field Mantual 4

LOGISTICS SIMULATION CENTER

Integration of large Logistics Simulations 12
Simulation of Depot and ICP 'y.tem 6
Simnulationi of Total Mittcriel ]nventory 6

TOTAL 188
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(• IIl. ORGANIZATIONS

GENERAL

This section discusses organizational alternatives which, if

adopted, would lead to achievement of objectives previously outlined

for the logistics study program. Functions that must be performed to

attain these objectives will first be identified. Next, an attempt will

be made io locate these functions at an echelon and to associate a staff-

ing requirement at these echelons to perform such functions. Finally,
a set of alternative organizations will be proposed to perform these

functions, their relative merits will be ass -ssed and a preferred alter-

native selected.

Functions to be performed can be grouped generally into two cate-

gories. The fir~t is the actual conduct of logistics studies. The second

category includes all managerial functions associated with initiation,

conduct, control, evaluation, and application of studies.

Actual conduct of studies appropriate to the mission of an organ-

ization is a function that ideally should be a capability at each echelon

of organization. Assuming the case of a silgle, in-house organization

having the responsibility and capability for conducting virtually all

logistics studies, there would be still a requirement for a study capa-

bility at the next superior echelon to ensure proper analysis of study

program development, balance, and results.

In the sanitc manner, study manage rial functions arc concornitant

with thet ondutt of stucdi.s in tiw, primary study organizdtic"", but are

also the rt ptnmihil ity of ra-Lh hupc rior echelon, to varying dw'grees.

Should th, Actual ( oicth' t of studies be ac''-onplishcd in multipl. lua -

tiot'iu and by a varit tv oif org.:ni tions, as is mnore apt to be the cafce

the- ntw, d br ot lw t.v ,in more evidernt for a study kiianag rial function

at a stupe rior . :,. lon, -quippw-'d wvith a study 'Alp.mlility as a ,aihnag n'Cti !t

tool.
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Exhibit 6 shows an example of a 3-echelon organiza'ion with the

lowest echelon conducting the majority of Army logistics studies. The F]
next superior echelon is primarily responsible for program develop-

ment and management, and the top eclelon is responsible for planning

and coordination necessary to integrate the logistics study effort with

the overall Army logistics mission. The assignment of specific

functions to various echelons and the estimated staffing requirement

to accomplish this assignment of functions will be applied to each of

the organizational alternatives to be proposed.

The .:igure of 400 personnel for the Logistics Study Agency, as

is shown in 'xhibit 6, is derived by totaling th, annual man-years of LI
effort estimated for each individual study in C.: additional study portion

of the 3-year logistics study program and providing two persons for

each ma:ý-year ui effort. This figure allows for normal ac.ninistrative

overhead required in a study organization, such as typists, research

aides, library staff, and project managers, but it does not allow for

maintenance and housekeeping functions nor for time-.sharing with any

other assigned functions.

As for the 65 personnel in the Logistics Study Program Manage-

rial Element, Exhibit 7 shows the proposed assignment of personnel U
within such an organization. As before, it allows for no maintenance

or housekeeping functions, but it is sufficiently flexible to provide for

some, if not all, management of logistics ADP systems. At this level,

the AD,- systems management function is not realistically separable

fronm other management functions.

The DA staff supervisory element for logistics btudy planning

anct coordination would be required oily in the event that the logistics

study prream management responsibility did not residc in DCSLOG.

This figure of 1 5 person.tel prc:vides for ar minimuni staff to ensure

more than mere superficial aw.trcness of the logistics study progranm

content and status.

It phould be notod •tn-t the number of personnel required for any

action is at least a function of the size and complexity of the task to be
i
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EXHIBIT 6 - THREE-ECHELON STUDY SYSTEM

3!Lchelon of Personnel
Organization Functions to be Performed RJequired

Logistics 1. Conduct structure studies derived 4C0
Study from the master logistics study
Agency program, at an annual level of

approx_ýiately 200 man-years
2. Conduct directed studies, at. req'd OK now
3. Conduct supporting studies, as OK now

appropriate & feasible

Logistics 1. Prepare & maintain statement of 65
Study Pro- total Army logistics concept, in-
gram Man- cluding combat services support
agerial for Army-in-field, Theater Army,
Element "wholesale" logistics, & other

Army logistics considerations
2. Prepare & maintain logistics master

study program coasistink of studies
-erived from & supporting total
logistics concept

3. Provide for & supervise conduct of

structure ltudes derived from
foregoing tUtal Army logistics
study program, & for add'l directed
and supporting studies as req'd

4. Provide for review of completed studies
.. & assessment of their contribution to

logistics study program
5. Help implement studies by •',ising

staff elements & organizations of
study content & conclusions, & en-
suring consideration of same in day-
to-day & special actions

6. Provide limited in-house capability
to an-lyze logistics study require-
ments & efficiency, & to supplement
major in-house study capability for
short-term, directed studies

'Agistics 1. DA staff planning for logistics studies, 15
Study Plan- & review of logistics study prograin
ning & Co- management
ordination 2. DA & DOD staff coordination of logis-
Grrup (DA tics studies as related to Army
Staff) logistics staff actions

3. Liaison with logistics study groups
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performed, the length of time allowed, and the depth to which !,n

analysis is directed. Stated conversely, with e given number of person-

nel and a specified time allowed, the depth and breadth of a study effort

or a study managerial effort is established. This, then, is the rationale

employed herein. The iength of time allowed for conclusive results

ie taken to be 3 years, with individual stidy efforts lasting 1 year or

less. It was felt that a lesser pe-riod migŽ.t tend to produce superficial

results. The number of personnel required is , best estimate of the

number considered capable of gainful employment without experiencing

mutual interference; the resultant, then, is a study and managerial

capability at somrn fixed level. Neither the number of personnel nor

j the program period is directly comparable to CDC's staffing require-

ment and caler.dar of events for the Army Concept Program, but these

data were useful in arriving at the logistics studv program estimates.

Inability to provide either this number of personnel or to allow the indi-

"cated amount of time for constructive study effort would require adjust-

ment of the pioposed logistics study program to provide for lesser

breadth or depth of studies.

I It seems evident that to conduct the number and type of additional

logistics studies proposed in Section UI of this report, an additional

study capability is needed. This may initially be a contract study effort,

to be supplanted by an in-house effort as staffing requirements are met.

The location of this additional study capability might be at any of several

places in the Army organization.

A much more urgent need is for the establishment of an orgarni-

sation for logistics etudy program development, management, evalu-

ation, and application. This should be an in-house effort, with contrac-

tor assistance in areas where the in-house capability i. not sufficient.

Since this organization will be mraking use of alho&dy existing study cap-

abilitics in a wide range of o-ganizations, it is not necessary that it be

colocated with or under the sarme administrative head as the additional stuly

capability. Neither does this supervisory organization have to be in the

DCSLOG office, but if it is not, a further requ~irement would exist for an
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office within DCSLOG to provide for Department of Army staff review

of this function, Department of Army ankd DOD staff coordination, and

liaison with the managerial and study agencies as indicated in the pre-

ceding example.

The following paragraphs will attempt to propoae a set of organi-

zational alternatives, each of which will provide for both the additional

logistics study capability and for logistics study program development

and management. Some of these required personnel are not now avail- B
able in either the DCSLOG or other Army organizations. The extent to

which a requirement exists within each alternative for additional per-

sonnel is dependent upon: (1) the number of personnel presently assigned

to these functions in either a full- or part-time capacity; and (2) Cie num- [3
ber of personnel presently assigned to other duties whose responsi-

bilities can be adjusted to accept those of the logistics study program.

Such determinations would require a manpower survey of affected

organizations and are beyond the scope of PRC's study. It should also

be noted that PRC w•as specifically asked to exclude ADP systems from I
its considerations. Except as already noted in the case of 65 personnel

performing the logistics program development and management functions,

therefore, personnel staffing requirements do not reflect the number of

personnel unique to ADP systems considerations. [3
For all the organizational alternatives con.mdered, a uniformly

standard capability to function is presumed. Thus, it is assumed in

each alternative that sufficient resources are brought together so that

effect-ve study coveragc will be performed across the entire span of

logistics considerations, less ADP. To discriminate among these [
equally effective alternatives and thus permit selection of a Mnoot de-

sirable solution, all will be qualitatively compared in terms of five t

important characteristics:

Item I What additional resourceo are required? "1

Item Z What is the proximity of analysis to the system's "

troblems?

Item 3 What provision is there for interaction with studies

arising within other programs?

"L
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) "Item 4 What requirements are there for transfer of roles

t and missions?

Item 5 What is the lead time for establishing the organiza-

tion to support this alternative?

ALTERNATIVE I (SEE EXHIBIT 8)

This first alternative proposes an augmented DCSLOG organiza-

tion for the Army General Staff. Provision is made for a study capa-

bility within DCSLOG to adequately analyze the requirements of a lo-

gistica system, to develop the elements of the logistics study program,

to determine the initial composition of the p?.ogram, to assess program

balance, to measure program progress, and to undertake directed

"special studies. In addition, the organizat.on would manage the logis-
tics study program and monitor specific logistics studies conducted

throughout the Army.

Conduct of structure studies would be performed as at present,

within CDC, AMC, and DA Class TT installations, and by contractors

"[ working for elements of the Department of the Army. The scope and

objectives of the next tier of derivative stuiies would be developed by

[ "the DCSLOG Logistics Research, Doctrine, and Systems (LRD&S)

Direc-torate or by another organizational element of the Army with the

concurrence of DCSLOG. In any event; the LRD&S Directorate would

monitor study progress and, upon conclusion of the study effort, would

ensure appropriate r4.-iew, evaluation, and utilization of the study

findings. Existing areas of responsibility, such as CDC for Army-

in-the-field logistics, AMC for wholesale logistics, and DCSLOG for

areas not the unique responsibility of the former two, would be observed.

Asst.ssment of tha system characteristics for this alternative is

as follows:
Item I Approximately 465 additional personnel would be

required, 65 of which would bt used to constitute

a Logistice Research, Doctrine. and Systems

Directarate under an assistant DCSLOG. The
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remainder would be required for distribution among
existing in-house stucd agenries in order to accom-

modate the increased workloaa.

Item 2 Analyses would be performed at the site of systems

problems.

Item 3 Pacing of studies and sharing of study results with

other study programs would be carefully managed

by this organization becavise of the high level at w,,ich

this management organization is situated.

Item 4 No transfer of roles and missions would be required.

Organization would function within e,:isting DCSLOG

charter.

Item 5 Three to six months would be required to prepare

definition of functions and 'o assemble the required

staff.

ALTERNATIVE II (SEE EXHIBIT 9)

"This alternative provides for a remotely located (i. e., exterior

to the Pentagon) DCSLOG Class II stud'es organization and a small

f DCSLOG staff augmentation in an LRD&S -ffice under an assistant

L•. DCSLOG. The LRD&S office would exercise operational control over

the Class UI activity, utilizing this study capability to analyze the re-

quirements of a logistics system, develop ta.e elements of the logistics

study program, determine the initial composition of the program, as-

sees program balance, mneasure p:rogram progress, and undertake

directed special studies. In addition, the Class 11 organization would

manage the logistics study program aad .nonitor specific logistics

studies as conducted throughout the Army.

Conduct of derivative or structure studies would be performed

as at present, within CDC, AMC, and DA Class U installations,

and by contractors working for elements of Department of the Army.

The scope and ,bjectives of the next tier of derivative studies would be

developed by the DCSLOG Claje U organization or by another organi-

zational element of the Army with the concurtence of DCbLOG. In any
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event the LRD&S Directoiate wouid use the Class II organization to

monitor study progress and, upon concluilon of the study effort, would

ensure appropriate review, evaluation, and utilization of the study

findings. Existing areas of responsibility, such as CDC for Army-

in-the-fieldflogistics, AMC for wholesale logistics, and DCSLOG

for areas not the unique responsibility of the former two, would be

observed
Assessment of the system characteristics for this alternative is

as follown:
11em I Approximately 480 additional personnel would be re-

quired, 465 of which would be used to constitute a

Logistics Research, Doctrine, and Systerms Organi-

zation a3 a DCSLOG Class IT activity, and 15 of

which would be used to constitute a Logistics Re-

"I' search. Doctrine, and Systems Office under an
assistant DCSLOG. As in Alternative I. if a portion

"of the increased logistics study workload were to be

I. * esigned as an additional workload to already existing
in-house study groups, a corresponding portion of

V tue 400 pc-.tonnel required for conduct of studies
should 4-. distributed among the agencies concerned.

SItem Z An in the case of Alternative I. analyses would be

performed at the site of systems problems.

SItem 3 As in the case of Alternative 1, pacing of studies
and sharing of study results with other study pro-

grams would be c,.refully managed by this organia.-

I tion because of the high level at which this managc-

ment organization is situated.

Item 4 As in the case of Altrnativei L, no tr:".sfer of roles

and missions would be requirm., rhe organization

would function within the existing "-CSLOG charter.

Item $ Six to twelve months would be required to p-epare

definition of func'ions and to asseon:le the r quIred
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staff. Depending uipon the location selected and the

facilities available, additional lead time may b3 re- [3
quirec. for site renovation or constructions.

ALTERNATIVE III (SEE EXHIBIT 10)

This alternative provides for an independent Logistics Systems

Development Command as a major conianand of the Army, coequal in

echelon with AMC, CDC, and CONARC. As in the case of thesa other

major commancis, specific mission and task assignments being pre-

pared by any Hqs DA staf! element, such as DSCLOG, for implemen-

tation by the lower echelon would become a communication 'rom the

Army Chief of Staff to that major command. Such an independent Lo-

gistics Systdms Development Command could conceivably have total
responsibility for the rest~arch and development of Army logistics sys- U'
tems, including responsibility for the design ol logistics ADP systems.

Integral to this command would bt elements now located in AMC and U
CDC and responsible for doctrine developments and derivative studies
in the area of wholesa'e logistics and Army-in-the-field logistics.

respectyvely.

All the logistics study capability, as well as the logistics study 0

program development and program management responsibility, would 3
rest with the independent Logistics Systems Development Command. This

would result in an amalgamation, under one headqubrters, of soabcom-

mand agencies individually responsible for Army -in-the-field logistits.

wholesale logistics, and etudies in support of overall convIderation,.

such ac contingency plans, DCSLOGQ's unique responsibilitv in this

alternative would be to execute DA level review of fund*,f r..cuirements -

pertinent to the entire logiztict 4.ystems study program. DCSLOG

would also. under this altarn.Idve, assist in intercommazd communi-

cation within the Army and facilitate diroct contact by DOD and other

agcncies with responjible Army Logistics Systems DevelopmeMt Corn-

mand elements to atiaurv that intertaces would he an•propriately studied.

I
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Assessment of characteristics for this alternative is as follows:

Item 1 Approximately 1,500 personnei would be required .3
to constitute the logistics studies portion of this com-

mand. This amounts to a requirement for 900

additional personnel not now assigned to any Army

organization.

Item 2 Study effort would be removed from the systems and

operations in which the problems arise (i. e., the r
Ir

operational environment of AMC and CDC).

Item 3 Study program development and study management

would be far removed from the locale for Army staff

coordination.

Item 4 Transfer of major study and doctrine development

missionr would be required from AMC and CDC

to th.. Lo6-stics Systems Development Command.

Item 5 Approximnately I to 2 years would be required to a
establish the uew organization.

ALTERNATIVE] IV (SEE EXHIBIT 11)

This alternative provides for the assignment of responsibility to

CDC for the development of overall logistics concepts, dc.-:trine,

and master study plan, for the implementation of the logistics master

study plan, and for the integration of this effort with the on-going Army

Concept Programn. Selected logistics study elements presently located

in AMC, such as ALMO, AMETA, and a portion of the Ballietic Re-

search Laboratories, would be required to be transferred to C¢C

under this alternat've. *.
Developmert, conduct, review, evaluation, ai-d utilization of de-

rivative or structure studies would follow the same pattern of respon.

sibility as specified in Alternative III, except to substitute CDC for •. •

the independent Logistics Systems Development Commmand,.

Assessment of characteristics for this alternative if as follows:

Item ,' Approximately 1,500 personnel would be required to

constitute the lagistics studies portion of CDC.

p.
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This amounts to a requirement for 700additional

personnel not now assigned to any Army organization. LJ
Item 2 Analysis of AMC logistics systems problems would

be performed by CDC.
Item 3 Study program development and study management

would be far removed from the locale for Army staff 3.
coordination.

Item 4 Transfer would be required of major AMC missions 2
to CDC.

Item 5 Approximately 1 year would be required to realign

missions and functions and to de elop an integrated,

overall logistics study program.

ALTERNATIVE V (SEE EXHIBIT 12) 3
This alternative provides for the assignment of responsibility to

AMC for the development of overall logistics concepts, doctrine, and U
master study plan, and for implementation of the logistics master

study plan. Selected study elements presently located in CDC, such

as the Combat Services Support Group and portions of the Combat

Support Group, would be required to be transferred to AMC under this

alte rnative.

Development, conduct, review, evaluation, and utilization of

derivative or structure studies would follow the same pattern of re-

sponsibility as specified in Alternative Ill, except to substitute AMC 3

for the independent Logistics Systens Development Command.

Assessment of characteristics for this alternative is as followe:

Item I Approximately 1,500 personnel wou.d be required ,

to constitute the logistics studies portioh of AMC.

This amounts to a requirement for 700 additional J
personnel not now assigned to #.ny Army organization.

Item 2 Study of combat support systems and combat service I
support systems would be separated frozv, study of

melAtcd combat arms problems. "1

'-
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Item 3 Study program development and stidy management

would be far removed from the locale for Army staff fl
coordination.

Item 4 Transfer would be required of major CDC missions n
to AMC.

Item 5 Approximately 2 years would be required to realign a
missions and functions, to establish logistics atudy
organizations, and to develop an integrated, overall

logistics study program.

ALTERNATIVE VI (SEE EXHIBIT 13)

This alternative is an extension of Alternatives I or II to impose

a requirement upon each element of ti~e Headquerters Department of

the Army staff- for master study prograzm1 preparation and for manage-

ment of individual study programs in areas for which that staff element

has responsibility. The Office of the Chief of Staff, U. S. Army, would

exercise responsibility for ensuring the cohesiveness of the entire

Army Master Study Program and its responsiveness to a unifying con-

cept of overall Army operations (as may be expounded in a revised

BASE, ASP, or other planning document). Each General Staff section

would have a capability to accomplish sufficient analysis to develop an

adequate study prograrm to determine assignrneit of study responsibi-

lities, to monitor the study program, to asyess program balance, and

to mcasur? program progress. Each staff se:tion would be responsi-

Lle for its appropriate study pregrams, utilizing study capabilities

afforded by appropriate Class II activities or major commands. In par-

ticular, then, this alternative includes either Alternative I or Alterna- -:
tive 11 for the organization which will bc responsible for the Army

Logistics Study Program. -

The assessn•ent of characteristics for this alternative, insofar

as the logi.stics sta.dy program is concerned, is identical to that for "1

Alternative I or II, as appropritc. No estimatc has been made of the

rcmaiidcr of the cost associat-d with the, total Army Master Study

Program, since this is beyond thw scope of the PRC analysis. . J

S.4
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STAFFING CONSIDERATIONS

In the short time available for this analysis it was not feasible to tjj

develop certain detailed infornmation normally associated with organi-

zation description, i.e., diagrammatic representation of all component

parts, specification of all missions and functions, flow diagrams auad

work division charts reflecting channels for communication with exte-

tior agencies, and a manpower utilization study summarizing number

and qualifications of personnel required. Most of this would have been

relttively meaningless for certain of the alternatives, due to the re- 11
stricted area of PRC's analysis (logistics studies) and the difficulty of

disassociating this particular activity from other functional elements [

of an organization.

Accordingly, PRC's model of a logistics study system is but an U
initial effort expressed in gross terms. The PRC study team judges

that this is adequate for the purpose intended. If it serves to separate

the "wheat from the chaff," this will have been a major accomplishment.

Later efforts can refine this preliminary model.
The logic for attempting to answe, Item I ("What additional re-

sources are required?") must begin with the specification of work to

be accomplished and an initial estimate nf the number of personnel

required to perform such tasks. This was done in preceding paragraphs

(see page 52) and resulted in figures of 400 perbonnel for conduct of

studies, 65 personnel for essentially managerial functions, and 15
personnel for planning and coordination functions. Where no transfer

of functions and/or personnel is involved, but only an increase to al-

ready e-isting levels of effort (e.g., Altc::-atives I and II), these basic

figures may be useec directly. Hence, the total addi:lonal requirement

for personnel to support these two altcrnatives is 465 and 480,

respectively.

Transfer of functionr (and personnel performing such func tions)

to an independent Logisticn Systeins Development Command, to CDC, or 'J

to AMC, as proposed in Alterx !.'•.111, IV and V, respectively, will

.2

.4
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result in an additional requirement for personnel beyond the basic

numberf already stated. This is due to recognition of the following:

I Logistics it but a portion of many individual studies--

war games being a good example--and may not be sepa-

rable from other study efforts of which it is a part and

which are performed by agencies not affected in a transfer

of missions and functions, e.g., Strategy Tactics and Anal-

ysis Group (STAG), Engineer Special Studies Group (ESSG),

and the Department of Army Comptroller.

( A residual responsibility to perform some degree of study

effort remains with a command after it has lost a specific

mission, even though this results in duplication of effort.

In the case of AMC, it is estimated that approximately

30 percent of the current on-going logistics study effort

would be residual to that command, even though the over-

all logistics study responsibility were assigned to another

command. This can be viewed as the penalty one pays for

having a study performed in an environment removed from

the origin of the problem being studied. For CDC, an

even higher percentage of the current on-going logistics

study effort would be residual to that command- -perhaps

( as high as 50 percent--due to the fact that poststudy

actions such as development of TOE's. QMR's, and QMDO's

would still be the responsibility of CDC. It is visualized

that the personnel performing these duties would be required

to educate themselves via the study process in order to

properly apply the results of completed studies done else-

where.

Accordingly. though it is estimated that the total logistics study

program (approximately 900 man-years, ann-ually) would require a

1.500-persor work force in any one of the three Army rommands (Al-

ternatives Il. IV, and V). there wou*d be an additional requirement of

600. 600. and 600 personnrs, respectively, to account for nontrans-

ferred, residual functions. The total requirements for personnel for
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these three alternatives would then be 2,300, 2,100, and 2,100, respec-

tively. Since 1,400 personnel are presently assigned among the orga- [1
nizations currently performing logistics studies, this results in a net

additional personnel requiremeat of 900, 700 and 700, respectively,

for Alternatives III, IV, and V. These figurej are summarized in Ex-

hibit 14.

There are indications that the logistics study system may contain

personnel who could be utilized more profitably in the augmented study

program. First, the existing study agencies may be somewhat over-

staffed. Appendix E shows almost 1,300 personncl available performing

or supporting logistics studieD in Army agencies, while Appendix C

shows approximately 350 man-years of in-house direct study efforts.

The difference is not likely to be all slack or overhead, since these

agencies are carrying out other functions besides their primary mission

of producing studies. Clearly, some manpower turvey work is required

for a better understanding of the relation of total staffing to man-years

./ ,iirect study effort.

Second, at least 130 man-years of the in-house work in FY 66 was

devo-ed to small studies, that is, those requiring less than 4 man-years

ea..h of effort. In some cases, tl.'se studies required no more than 2 or

3 nan-months of time. Some of these pr&.,'Lcts appear to represent an

u--.derstaffed effort that to be effective would require more personnel, and

which to some extent dissipate the effort of personnel now assigned to them.

Regrouping study personnel into larger projects to increase overall ef-

fectiveness appears to be desirable.

I'hird, a number of the field study agencies appear to be service

organization, whose function is to provide stdies to whomeve- requires

them. Soait of thdir pt rsonncl either could be applied to the augmented

study program or could be shifted to the new logirtic study organitations

while continuing to do the samc ,york.

Fourth, three nrw study agencies have bcen estabtished in thr i- .

mediate past with no notic-able strain on personnel. These werv ti-e

Force Planwing Analysis Office. the Army Matericl Sy.stems Analysis
. t

€ €€ = ' $
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Center, and the Directorate of Cost Analysis. These three agencies are

authorized a total of approximately 180 personnel. Since no centralized

direction to logistics study effort was in sight when these agencies were estab- _A

lished, they had to provide this for themselves. An augmented DCSLOG

effort in effect redefines their charters. With DCSLOG direction, per- iiJ
sonnel in these agencies who generate ibputs, scenarios, assumptions,

overall logistics guidance, as well as perform some of the logistics J
studies, would be located more appropriately in either DCSLOG or its

Class II activity.

Finally, termination of the Board of Inquiry on the Army Logistics

System will make available an adivitional 100 man-ycars or more of efiort

to the Army as a whole.

The above data provides a -ery rough estimate of the number of r

personnel now in the system who could be shifted to the proposed study IJ

program without undue strain. If 50 percent of the manpower now used

by small and gcnerally nonproductive stadies; 10 percent of the manpower LI
recently acquired by FPAO, AMSAC, and DCA; 5 percert of the strength

of remaining study agencies; and 50 p^rcent of the manpower freed by the

Board of Inquiry were made available, an estimated 200 personnel would

be available for work on an invigorated logistics study effort. This would

reduce by 2GO the total additional. personnel required, an indicated for

each alternative in Exhibit 14. I'3
SELECTION OF ALVERNATIVE

The obvious choice for recommended implementation is Alterna-

tive VI. Realizing that the scope of this alternative transcends the lim-

ited scope of this study effort, the authors acknc,vIedge that implementa-

tion of cither Alternativ(e 1 nr U would be i firrt step toward achieving

the purposvs of Alternative VI. The PRC r-orrumenilation to the Ilbarc!

then, is for the &doption of either Alternatlvc i or 1I.

Because of the constraints which liir'it the inecreAsc of Headquarters

Departmen! of the Ariiy staff pevrsornol rtsidont in 6te Pentagon, and bQ-

c€vsc of the advantaigc& which accrue to separation of the 'ýtudy manage-

ment organization from the rressuros and immedi•rcy o! day-to.dzy staff
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actions, the authiors recommend that Alternative II be implemented for

the improved managemeikt of the Army Logistics Study Program. This

organization wihi become most effecl.i, e when it is incorporated into the

improved overall Armny study program developed and managed under the

Diretorof Special Studies as siiown in Alternative VI.

TIME-PHiASING OF IMPLEMENTATION

ExIi~bits 15 and 16 illustrate the time-phasing of implementing

actions for either or both of Alternatives II and VI, assuming a Depart-

mnent of the Army d1ccision in January 1967 to adopt the former alterna-

tive and to begin detailed study of the latter.

For Alternative II, it is estimated that 3 to 6 months would be re-

quired for selecting and preparing a facility for occupancy as a DCSLOG

Class UI activity. The extent to which an already operational organization

is assignee2 the inission to become the DCSLOG Class II activity will tend

L to shorten this time requirement, as will the uxtent to which it has ade-

quate physical facilities already under its control.

An estimiated 4 to 6 months of concurrent time are required in

formalizing a Table of Distribution and indivAdual job descriptions as a

prercquisitb to acquiring a permianent staff of military and Civil Service

personnel. This period could be shortened somnewhat by authorizing per-

sonnel acquisitions by means of temporary duty orders. The shortest

possible timne for assembly and initial orga.sization of a minimum work

force is estimated to be 3 months, which would perm-it assumption of

work respoii--ibilities in March 1967 Instcad of July 196?, as shown. A

minimumn work force of approximately forty perqo~nrel i.% cstimated, but,

of courac, the capability of such a gruup to accomnplish anything~significant

depends upon thvir individual and collective quality as well as their num-ber.

Dlue to the short suipply of personnsel with operations analv'nis skills,

not to m entioni the requirrenenti. fo~r addition-al experience in logi!stics and

study -njm~,it is do'ubtful that %taffinq to the le'vtl or one hundred

personnel corold be realizedI 'ti a vef!'s timv. This Wouid geeom to imply

an initially heavy reliai~necno contra.ct swtdy effoo ~ with iz-o.per.'

sontirl bring resc'rvt d foi StUdy t'srorarn drevlopzmut , managoinnt, And

.ti~ation.
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ALTERNATIVE II

1. Develop Initial Study Program

2. Assign Studies

3. Start Plamxing Program Modifications

4. Start Monitoring Studies in Progress

5. Evaluate Selccted Completed Studies

6. Start Assembling Material for Logistics
Concepts and Doctrine Documentation

ALTERNATIVE VI

1. Modify Existing Concept Documents
(BASE, ASP)

2. Develop Initial Study Programs for Each
Staff Areain

3. Assign Studies

4. Modify "Army Mastei Study Program"

5. Start Monitoring Studies in Progress

6. Evaluate Selected Completed Studies

7. Start Preparation of L,"gistics Concept
and Doctrine Docutne.tation

EXIIIIlT i6 - INITIAL TASKS FOR AL TEHNATIVES II AND)VI
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With respect to Alternative VI, the time-phasing indicated is for

the "worst case." For the DCSLOG portion of the DA staff, the time for ]
assignment of initial tasks would obviously coincide with the time shown

for that same action in Alternative II. For certain other staff sections, U
also, where recent s~eps have been taken to organize and use a study

analysis effort, the time required would be considerably reduced over

that depicted in Exhibit 15. Nevertheless, it ia estimated that for all I]
elements of the DA staff to have reached the desired level for coordinated

study program development, management, and evaluation, a period of U
approximately 1 year will have elapsed from date of decision on. a course

of action.

As the most direct step in implementation of Alternative II, the

authors further recommend that maximum use 1,e made of the experience j
and capabilities represented among the staff of the Board of Inquiry on

the Army Logistics System. Specifically, it is believed that the person-

nel constituting the Board should be used in formnation of the new Class II

activity, at least to the extent of preparing its terms of reference, but

possibly to actual staffing of the new organization.

TYPE OF STUDY PERSONNEL REQUIRED

A requirement exists in LRDSO for maturity in addition to technical

competence. The officer should have had a'few years to apply what he -'

learned in school, but he must have lost no respect for what he learned.

lie should have been applying the techniques hirnsdf as opposed to di-

recting others. Lieutenant colonels and majors are most likely to meet

this requirement with .I few bright lieutenants thrown in to provide the

insight and enthusiasm of youth.

The following paragraphs offer a few observations to answer the

question, "What kind of officer should be sought and how does one recog-

nize himn?" These observations provide at best a very rough description

of the type of officer the study program requires. In searching lor study

personnel, th( Army Ehould cons;ider three tbi,,vs' interests, personality,

and skill,:. Each of there three characteristics is di.,!cussed briefly below.

S-a

I .
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In terms of interest, the officer with broad interests rather than

one who is highly specialized is preferable. Each analyst must have

some technical contribution to make, so that the organization can, col-

lectively at least, analyze problems in depth as well as in breadth. On

the other hand, the analyst who has only a technical specialty is often

difficult to keep fully employed. If his particular specialty is not being

studied, he becomes in effect nonproductive. Clues as to whether the

officer 'Aap the desired broadness may be provided by learning whether

he (a) has ever taken courses other than t.iose required to work towards

--t degre', 'b) has ever published an article, (c) will take on any prob-

lem chat comes along rather than back off from those outside his im-

mediate assignment or, most important, (d) whether or not he has

participated as an analyst on a big Army study and, if so, whether or

not he enjoyed it.

In terms of personality, two characteristics are desirable: en-

ergy and a capability in dealing with ideas. Ten percent of discovery

is insight; 90 percent is drudgery. The officer who is unwilling to work

hard at the dull routine of accumulating data and making calculations is
unlikely to bring any ideas he may have to thie point of being useful.

Recognizing an officer with energy is easier than determining one who

can deal with ideas. Such a man is the type who is motivated to change

a system rather than to work within it. He is a person who tends to

criticize procedures and organi?.ations rather than people. He is a

person preoccupied with solving problems rather than mollifying per-

sonalities. The exchange of conflicting ideas among the members of

a study organization is important. Unless a mnan is interested in the

ideas of others, he will not be able to listen to them attentively or to

respond intelligently enough to gain the respect of his coworkers. To

avoid personality conflicts, then, a study organization must select its

members from men who are idea-orientcd. Perhaps a key character-

istic of the desired type of officer is a probabilistic view of the world,

or a belief that "almost an- 1.t.ing can happen, butt some things are more

likely thar others."
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In terms of skills, military training is not an anticipated problem.

The things a field grade officer doesn't know about the Army, he has

learned how to find out. In addition to this, only one other skill, some

facility in using mathematics and statistics, appears to be required.

The emphasis in this sentence is on the word "some." It is our im-

pression that the amount of mathematics and statistics required in the

ideal studier is grossly overestimated by the Army. His point of view

and temperament are far more important than the number of mathe-

matics courses he might show on his transcript. An officer who is J

willing to work can become acquainted with the tasic tools of 0. R.

and computers in several short courses given in Army schools or in

a couple of semesters of night work at a local college. This would in-

troduce him to specialized terminology and basi: concepts. Appendix

G is a li.t of short in-house Army courses that will provide the type

of orientation required. Any two of them attend-!d during his first 6

months on a study will provide an offic.-r with enough background to

begin reading technical publications with some degree of understanding.

This is not to overlook the importance of advance methodology in lo-

gistics studies. The powerful tools of operations research are based

on multivariate statistics, and they should be mare widely used, but

the fact remains that most study battles are won with simple methodology.

Type of academic training is also an indicator of a desirable of-

ficer. The type of degree is not so important at the type of courses

and methodological approach favored by the sck'ol or department pro-

viding the background. Courses in mathematics, probability, statistics,

econometrics, forecasting, linear programming, experimental design,

and related techniques are favorable indicators. Mathematics and phys-

ica-l science degrees have been tradxtionally the disciplines that were

strongest in model building, but this situation has changed markedly in

the last 5 years. Today, complex model building formulations and use

of computers may be employed, in the better schools at least, by de-

partments of socicrlogy. psychology, geography, and even education.

In less ,rogri( ssivc school,-, on the other hand, the model building ap-

proach in thr fields of physic s and grology does not compare with
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similar work done elsewhere in the soft sciences. In such a situation,

the course work, not the degree, is the appropriate indicator to ob-

serve. A great deal of advanced graduate work or a Ph.D. is not al-

ways desirable either; its possessors often are unhappy studiers of

Army systems problems because they do not have the opportunity to

apply most of the complicated techniques tfly learned in school. Ob-

viously, the ability and drive to communicate are required, and i:.di

cators of this are published articles and a coherent method of verb.vlly

presenting ideas.

The preceding paragraphs are not the only way of looking at the

problem of pk-sonnel selection. A consulting organization known to the

authors analyzes applicants under four categories: growth potential,

"ability to do the work, management ability, and marketing ability.

Other equally valid breakdowns are possible. In any event, the logis-

tics study system has a requirement for a'i officer with a facility in

dealing with ideas, somewhat broader interests than normal, and some

capability in the use of mitI.ii,,atics and statistics.

I.

I
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IV. MANAGEMENT 83

GENERAL

The preceding sections have surveyed the problems besetting lo-
gistics studies. These may be summarized as resulting from: (1) lack

of strong direction from the top; (2) programming imbalance; (3) com-

plex procedures; and (4) uncertain organizational responsibility. The
symptoms are clear. To provide a cure, at least two alternatives are

available. One would be to provide a czar, located most likely in the
Office of the Chief of Staff, who would in effect "command" the logis-

tics study effort wherever it was carried out. Most likely he would com-

mand study efforts in other areas as well. He would be responsible for

funds, personnel assignments, study assign-nents, and study review.

While no reorganization of the chain of command to field study agencies

would be required, his directives under the Chief of Staff's authority
would be aimed directly at the study agencies. Passing through inter-

mediate levels of command would be a mere formality. This is the

project manager approach. It has worked well in the Navy, and is

widely used in Army hardware development It is an approach well
understood by logistics personnel.

In PRC's opinion the above is an approach well-suited to getting

things done, but ill-suited to exploring all aspects of a problem. It is
an approach that says, in effect: damn the coordination, full speed

ahead. ii planning an Army of the future, careful consideration of

frustrating differei-xes of view are more important than quickly pro-

ducing a report wh~ich may or may not have the meaning. The attrac-
tiveness of a czar, however, is understandable, since a well-directed

cycle of guidance, alternatives, derivative studies, and master studies

can take from 3 to 6 yearn. The 6-year cycle leading to TASTA is an

example.

On tht- other hand, the Army possesses a sensitive tool for the anal-
ysis of complex problemris and the reconciliation of different views of corn-
p, x realities: the General Staff. The Pcnlagon is littered with the skel-

etons of ad hoc organizationa established outsid(! of regular staff channels

in the hope that thcy cotild iolvc a par-ticular prollem. In PRC's view.
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l•ating solutions to Army )roblems must be establishea within the Gen-
eral Staff framework. '14 e tradeo~ffs are clear: use a project manager '

proa h S ota inframework speedy treowf aresclea;or: use a Groject maage ap
approach to obtain speedy, sit.Alow results; or use a Gene~ral Staff ap-

proach to obtain less immediate, but thoroughly explorec. conclusions. I'
This section will specify and describe the managenstnt system

and procedures to be empluyed assuming the adoption of Alternative J.I, I
described in the preceding section. It should be borne in mind, however,

that this same management system, expanded for application to other i-i
Army General Staff sections, would be equally serviceable •or Alterna- "J

tive VI,

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM J

The management system for Army logistics studies should consist,, -

essentially, of four components:

o A single point of staff responsibility and authority in devel-

opment of information, advice, and recommendations on all

Army logistics matters, this to reside in the Office of the

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Department of the Army

* A Logistics Studies Steering Committee (LSSC)

* An Army Logistics Study Program (AISP), as a component -j

of the Army Master Study Program (AMSP)

* A system of Logistics Study Advisory Groups (LSAG's)

DCSLOG Responsibilities

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics is responsible for the design, I
evaluation, and management of th,ý total Army logistics. system. Within

this responsibility is the total Army Logistics Study Program utilized as

a tool for effective accomplishmnent of the overall mission.

Specific goals for the totAl responsibility and for the Army Logistics 1

Study Program are as follows:

a To assure the most effective utilixVation of 1-ugistics nieans and

resouvces , both ntLw and in the future

• To satisfy rqili irrnwnts for all logistics ptxnning and analy-.

Si.*, both f now and in the futur e
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* To ,rovide for unrestricted channels of communication in all

ma ..ers related to logistics planning and operations

0 To -aintain objectivity and to provide for flexibility and lat-

itud- in performance of the logistics mission

gListics Studies Steering Committee

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics may convene a Logistics

Studies Steering Committee (LSSC) to assist in the accomplishment of

his mission and specifically in the development and evaluation of the

Army Logistics Study Program.

The LSCC membership should inclu ie, as a minimum, the Deputy

Chief of Staff for Logistics, who shall serve as chairman; each Assistant

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics; the Dircctor, Logistics Doctrine and

Studies Agency; and representatives from AMC, CDC, and CONARC.

As specific needs arise, attendance at any particular LSSC session may

be expanded to include representatives from otler cor.tinental U.S. Army

field commands and/or overseas commands.

The LSSC mects, as required, to review the ALSP, to analyze

it for completeness to meet the needr of the Army logistics system,

and to propose studies for inclusion in the ALS1. It is through the

meetings of this committee that the DCSLOG receives from each Army

command inputs forecasting logistics prohlems and identifying logistics

studies whjich shoid be incorporated into the AMSP. In addition, the

¶ committee makes in initial recommendation of the Army acti ity to

which each stuc y should be assigned and of the extent to whicd :ontract help

should be funded. TI., cominitte,- meeting is the first arena in which

the Army planning for a unified, balanced logistics study program taks

place. Th- committee assembhI, all the diverse spxcificat;.ons from

all commoinds and agencies and moves to shape these into a consistent

package of logistics studics whicli wil( do the inost towards improvirg

thu Army logistics r.ystt'm within the r.sources that are available.
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IIn the Office of the Chief of Staff the requirements for all Army I]

master studies are received from the staff sections and merged with rc-

quirements laid on by OSD and the Joint Staff; these requirements are

assembled, integrated, and matched against total resources available to

the study program. The Army Master Study Program (AMSP) is molded .,

from these requirements and sized to provide a balanced program for i
meeting priority requirements with the available resources.

The planning for expenditures of all funds for Army operations re-

search and analysis not directly supporting hardware development should

be done in the Office of the Chief of Staff.

It is basic to the system of the Army General Staff that each staff

section must have adequate resources for study and analysis. Each Gen-

eral Staff section should plan and manage that portion of the Army Mas-

ter Study Program which is most directly related to the section's re-
sponsibilities, e.g., DCSLOG should be responn;ible for the Army LI
Logistics Study Program. Thus, DCSLOG should be responsible for

budgets, contracting, and personnel ceilings relating to logistic studies

and study contracts.

Army Logistics Study Program ]

The AMSP is composed in the Office of the Chief cf Staff, U. S.

Army, from the programs proposed by the General Staff sections. The 3
Chief of Staff then issues to DCSLOG the Army T ogistics Study Program

(ALSP) for which DCSLOG is designated sponsor. This prograin includes 3
each Army master study which is principally a logistics study, and as-

.ignu each study to either DCSLOG or a major comiwand for accomplish-

ment; the program also specifies the funds which a,.e available for con-

tract support to each Ntudy (see Exhibit 17).

At the same time at which the ATZP is defined to the DCSLOG, thv 4

Chief of Staff. U.S. Army. issues dir ctivcs to each command to perfurm

those AlIýP studics which ar- assigncd to that command. Th-is directive

defines DC(SI,(; as the sponsor of these studies and the advisor for each

study Dc'SI.O(; ruspon.1ibility is defined to include monitoring the corn-

pletio: of - ,-Ch stUdy in 0!r ANISP ab a most useful clenwcnt of the inte-

grated progr-., i.

.4
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ThL Logistics Study Advisory Group

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics forms a Logistics Study Ad-

visory Grout. (LSAG) to assist in the management of each study of the

ALSP. The chairman of an LSAG is that Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff 12
for Logistics whose responsibilities are most directly related to the study.

The chairman is responsible for carrying out the LSAG mission. The

vice-chairman of the LSAG is a member of the staff of the Logistics Doc-

trine and Systems Activity, the Ck'ss II activity supporting ADCSLOG

(PDS) in the management of logistics system studies. The vice-chairman r
is an analyst wbo is assigned to full time duty in the IDSA for management

of the conduct and evaluation of Army logistics studies. He assists the

chairman in all LSAG duties and he acts as chairman in the event of the

latter's absence from LSAG meetings.

The advisory group for each study is desig:ied carefully by DCSLOG

to include representatives from only those commands which meet the fol-

lowing qualifi-atiens:

"* A command having a primary interest in participating in the

development of the data, the concept,;, the doctrine, the as-

sumptions, or the guidelines which are to be used ir, the study

"* A command offer.ng to support this interest with a qualified

logistics systems analyst who will bE assigned to attend the

advisory group meetings arid to devote time and effort as re-

quired 0 represent the comrna:d in preparing constructive

guidance for the study

A study in Ohe ALSP such as stud,, 11 in Exhibit 17 may have an

LSAG assigned which is composed of only th, chairnmizn and vice-chairman,

b(,cusc, no major conimand othcr than 'hi s.tudy activity has the primary

interest or the resources to support tlic .Aoudy. Another study (study Y in

Exhibit 17) miay have a large adviso: group assigned, because: thw study

is of m•,jr intercest to maniy cotiniuan(Is .;tcli of which iS 1',-pared to par-

ti(oipatv activelv in the study advisory gro-ip.
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The LSAG chairman, or his assistant, shail ýe uniquely respon-

sible for:

* Initially preparing the work statement and all subsequent

modifications thereto, including a statement of appropriate

and adequate assumptions

* Providing -lH formal guidance to the study group, making

provislon for input from various sources of data, but re-

serving authorization as to use of such data

* Arranging contacts with other agencies and access to ap-

propriate information to assist the study group in its re-

searJ11 and data collection effort

* Conducting periodic formal reviews and maintaining con-

tinuous incidental awareness of study progress and the

direction or trend of study findings

0 Preparing a summary evaluation of each published product

of the study group and recommendations to the DCSLOG

for application or other appropriate action

The Logistics Study .'Ldvisory Group does not manage instead of

LDSA, but rather assists LDSA in management. This assistance pro-

vides to LDL;A appropriate inputs from the major commands for the

direction and evaluation of a particular study of the ALSP. Exhibit 18

f indicates the relationships among DCSLOG, a study team, and the

LSAG appointed for the study.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Studiers

The present administrative system presents many obstacles to the

individual studier while offering him little assistance or incentive to pro-

duce a superior report.

Use of officers in administrative jobs rather than in study work

leads to deficiencies both in the realism of studies and in the training

of officers.

Study personnel could be more effective by using statistical and

mathematical techniques and approaching problems more in terms of

the relative probability of several alternatives than in terms of a single,

preferable solution.

Projects

Absence of an overall objective or concept to guide the studiesf carried out by the Army General Staff and by AMC appears to be largely

responsible for the fragmentation and lack of direction in their current

study effort.

The purposeful design of the Army's future logistics system is

extremely weak. The object sought but no. 'ound was a set of logistics

studies which are clearly related to a master goal an,! which exhaustively

cover the design features of a future Army logistics system.

A central document containing long-e'arge, coordinated Army lo-

gistics concepts could not be found. Accordingly, the key Army plans,

BASE, ASP, AFiD}P, and ASCP, were surveyed to see if thes;c docu-

ments pro\'idr the criti i;,l concepts, ideas, numbevrs, .,nd other matte-

rial required for follo% - on developmvent of logritics con cepts. The

documents do not applear to have been written for this purposc., and no

other pos;sible sotur• - of coordlinat-td go idanc , wa- (lisc 'eve , rd.
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CDC's structure of studies under the several concept programs 4]

is an at.ractive and effective method for organizing study effort.

Sprincipal areas showing a lack of balance in the Army-wide U
study effort appear to be the lines of communications between the U.S.

and an overseas theater and in the Army's relations with external F)
agencici. Long-range studies other than CDC's program a:e scarce.

A major cause of the Army's difficulty in responding to OSD questions

appears to be this lack of long-range studics' and lack of examination

of the interfaces with other agenci-.s.

Providing a foundation of reliable data receives inadequate atten-

tion, and the present system offers little incent:ve to gather or publish

what data is available. 1
Although beyond the scope of this report, an Army-wide concept

study program appears desirable, with the CDC Concept Program"-I

serving as a prototype. The study projects proposed in Section II would

be an initial step towards such a goal.

Organizations

In analyzing the Army logistics study system, the authors have U
been brought back repeatedly to a central principle: The DCSLOG, as

logistics officer of the Army General Staff, is responsible for concep- 1

tion of an effective logistics study program and for staff supervision of

the associated finances, procedures, and organization. To improve

Army logistics studit' on more than a temporary bas~s, his capability

to guide this process will have to be strengthened.

Since studies are a necessary tool of management, a capability

for conduct of istudies should exist at each major echelon of orginization.

Current compartinc ntation of logisticb responsibilities between

CDC for Armny--in-the- field logistics and AMC for "- i1olcsalc' logistics

can be tnaivtiined, provided .hazit DCSLOG exercise strong staff sup,,r-

vision over these and othr r logistics study efforts.

The most a%- eptabll o:'ga nization improvetnt-nt to direct and

carry out lugint i s studics would require the fornmation ef a DCSLOG

Class 11 orgali...;tlion witia t:,- above as ai pri ;iipail n~iis;ion. Approxinw.tc-ly
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280 additional personnel, not now available to DCSLOG, would be re-

quired to establish and operate an adequate study and study management

effort.

An in-house logistics study capability adequate for the recommend-

ed logistics study program is unlikely to be achieved in less than a year.

A vitalization and reorientation o! the entire Army study effort is

desirable to achieve a definitive structure and to assist in mission ac-

complishment. Such reorientation, with the proposed logistics study

program as a fundamental component, could be achieved with minimal

organizational changes in approximately a year.

Management

A workable management system is possible by utilizing currently

available personnel and organizations by providing the recommended

logistics study and study management organizations and by making minor

modifications to existing study management procedures.

The overall cycle for an objective year of administrative pre-

liminary preparation of detailed derivative studies, preparation of

the master study, and staffing the results ane implementation is likely

to be from 5 to 7 years.

The cycle time between study proposal and implementation has a

strong effect on a study's eventual value.' Organizations, personnel,

and problem conditions may change significantly if the overall cycle

is delayed too much by administration.

The stimulus for major logistics studies regularly appears to

come from outside of DCSLOG. This is not to be expected if DCSLOG

is actively planning and managing the program.

There is no apparent difficulty or lack of mechanism to make

effective use of support or dirc-cttd studieis.

Study system proc edures for initiation, control, and reporting

are overly complex, d(w to in:ldequat., definitions and categorization

of studies via AR ! -110, :nd due to the steparation of study requirement

approval, study futlldilig apl I oval, and (ontraý tovr ngotiation approval.

Existi,ii proc-edural repgul;tio ns arc not u liforl• ai l .liya'ic to all

Studies.
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For DCSLOG to play a proper role in Army logistics studies, bud-

geting and programming of the entire Army study effort should be a direct

responsibility of the Chief of St,-ff's office. Allocation of resources for

conduct of a logistics study should be made on DCSLOG recommendation f]
concurrent with assignment of study sponsor responsibility.

Army Research Office now functions as study contract administra-

tor for all OCRD program studies and for those sponsored by any other

Army command or staff agency upon request. While this is an adminis-

trative convenience to General Staff sections such as DCSLOG, it tends

to make the study agency more responsive to OCRD than to the staff

agency principally concerned.

Long delays between approval of a study requirement and initiation

of study effort could be shortened by relatively mi:nor administrative

changes, such as (1) combining study function authority and study re-

quirement approving authority in the Chief of Staff office; and (2) liber- -
alizing the present $10C,000 limitation on contract study procurement

officials.

Submission of requests for authority to negotiate a study contract

from a General Staff section (e. g. , OCRD) to AMC (as the only local

designated HPA) is a fundamentally improper staffing action. It con- -
tributes to the excessive time between approval of a study and its

initiation.

Nominations of projects for new or continuing study efforts that

are solicited annually by Army Research Office tend to allocate study

resources to less deserving areas and to delay study initiation and

conmpletion. 1
The project advisory group (PAG) system, required only for .-

OCRD-administered studies and AMC-sponsored contract studies, is

a control device with many good featurvs, but requires minor mo,!ifi-

cations •o be effective.

Appointinnt of PAG's afte r approval of study rvquirenent int-

plies prcpjiratisu of i4.i!ial work- statcnient by personnel not necess arily

later appointed ;is PAG nwinbv rs. This may lead to "liqjntere'sted, ill-

effecti•.' PAG's and to nonresponsi'v, study efforts.

I

k .k
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Evaluation of study results is largely a formality to• comply with

regulations.

DLSIE, ASDIRS, and DDC provid, effective methods for dissemi-

nation of the discoveries made by logistics studies.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Studiers

1. The Army should rely more on officers an( less on contract

or civil service personnel in performing logistics studies. At least

half of the total man-hours on direct study effort should be furnished by

officers. In particular they should be assigned as simulation builders

rather than simulation operators.

2. Officers selected for a study assignment should in general

be a certain type; that is, concerned predominantly with ideas, having

somewhat broader interests than usual, and possessing some knowledge

of mathematics and statistics.

[3. The names of authors should be placed on study reports, and

footnotes showing the origins of data and oncepts should be more widely

ernployed-.

4. Stidiers should receive some training in quantitative methods

from short courses in Army schools.

Projects

5. An initial project in the new study program should be the

preparation by DCSLOG of specifications for data, contingencies, al-

ternatives for specific consideration, and assumptions to be furnished

by each General Staff section for its area of responsibility to provide

a master goal for the purposeful design of a logistics rsystem.

6. A progranm of systematically platn-d study projects should

be initiated which will re sult in a series of master designs of the Army

logistics system at diffri-ent objectivc years in the future.

7. The first d,- ign should ainin at u stci \ hich can be im-

plehented approxi.a0cl)y by 1980.
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('7 ~ 8. The studies described in Section II should be initiated and

other studies of the same type should be added to the program as the

need for thcrn is identified.

9. The Army should devote a sizable block of study effort in

the program to anticipating the requirements of the Navy, Air Force,

and DOD logistics agencies as well as the services to be furnished to

them.

10. The data gathering and publishing effort should be increased
substantially.

Organizations

11. A small supervisory study office as described in the main

body of this report should be added to the DSCLOG staff. .

1Z. A DCSLOG Class II agency patterned after Alternative II

should be established to assist DCSLOG in the cverall management of Li
its logistics study program, including exercise of staff supervision over

Army-widc logistics study organizations.

13. A logistics simulation ccnter and a data gathering organiza-

tion should be established, possibly as a part of the field agency recoin-.

mended above.

Management

14. Exclus. ,e staff responsibility for initiation of study projects,

control and justification of budgets, and authorization of contracts rela-

ted to all logistics studies ;hould be clearly assigned to DCSIOOG.

i s. The contracts with the Research Analysis Corporation and

the Stanford Research Institute; ihould be muodified so that financial con-

trol and technical sup. rvision of hogistics studies uidi r vach contr;:.t

in the rvsp.olsibility of DCS LOG.

10. l)CSI,GG . O iould t: hti a prodt i (tionl control syst, in coov-

ering the ove-raltl cycle of a stuly project and shok.ltr schedhule fio:;?icial

and ad•ditistratidvc actio(Mr, lvadi 111 to the study an(J fot.owa g it-. Xo0 -

phetion ar. firtnly iu- the :ltudy itsetf.
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17. A Logistics Studies Coordinating Committee should be es-

tablished consisting of members from each major Army command and

each theater to advise DCSLOG on pi -gram guidance and content.

18. AR 1-110 shiould be revised and extended to unify procedures

for initiating, managing, and reporti:)g final results of al. studies. In-

terests of special staff offices in "management," "research," or other

specia'ized study content should be accommodated by staff coordination

between DCSLOG and the apropriate specialized staff office.

19. The current $100,000 limitation on approval of study con-

tracts by major commands and designated procurement officials in

Headquarters Department of the Army should be raised to permit local

approval of contract studies up to $300,000. Some agency of the Army

staff should bc designated as HPA, and the JAG should be utilized for

legal counsel services to expedite the procedure for obtaining authority

to negotiate for a contract study.

20. A study advisory group should le appointed for every logis-

tics study, both in-house and contracted.

21. The chairman of such a group -hould be an officer assigned

to the DCSLGG study office whose full-timc assignment is to direct sev-

eral such groups.

22. '1 he study advisory group should write the detailed study

directive, forinall,' approve any special assumptions to be used in the

study, and on its rompletion certify whether the report is sound in

methodology and conclusions. This evaluation should beconie an intt.gral

part oi the re.port prior to any distribution to ultitatet recipients.

23. Coimment t on ipleti-unmtati oa of it logistic's study, as dis-

inau is hed from its vaiditiy, shouhl cman.&t, not froin tit-, Adviso)ry

Grokp, bui frot' the I)C'S I.l .; s taff co' oponeti lt that usually dv-at..I with

th," particular operatioxal .rbl-1.• that ha.ts ,ve n ,;tuh lied.

Z4. The " ha :', i,'t yt-t rec,,uz: ~ ndl-d it, ti.s rport for

logislti !. stdi,'.' s•lould bh ( vistidcrt-d for c\trnnionh to othe-r type!, of

Army 5tUh.i•:
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APPENDIX B

STUDIES WITH AT LEAST 4 MAN-YEARS OF EFFORT

Administrative Support Theater Army, 1965-1970, TASTA-70

Air Assault Division (I Ith) Aviation Maintenance and Support Costs

Aircraft Maintenance and Operations Data in Vietnam

Analysis of Army Aircraft Availability

Automatic Data Systems for Army in the Field

Aviation Maintainability and Management Documentation and Specification

Board of Inquiry on Armny Logistic System (Brown Board)

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Floating Aircraft Maintenance Facility

Electrical Power Requirements for the Army

Electronics Life Cycle Management

Engineer Functional Components System

Fiscal Constraints on Materiel Readiness

Ground Proximity Airdrop System

Impact of C-5A Aircraft on Army Logistics

Logistics Support and Management of Army Missiles

Maintenance Engineering Data System

Mainienance Support Requirements

Materiel Readiness and Maintenance Reports and Policy

Meteorlogy, Army 75

Nuclear Energy Depot

National ADP Program for AMC Logistics Managenent (NAPALM)

PEMA Reporting System

PEMA Wartime Repplaccnicot Rc.qui rener-its

Redesign of Stock Cot't'rol Applicatioris at Verdun

Repair Pa rts Sutpply It(,qur eii'enits

Secondulary Itviin R1' quire cnts and I1,ad(liness Model

Silnulat it'ln and Ga(llinlng M,,thod:s for Analysis of logxstis

Sp'cija] \cVeA l(oni 17ff'v t:,

L . . =
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STAG Logistics War Gaming Support

Supply Functionalization for the Army-in-the-Field I
Systems Redesign of USARPAC ICP's and Depots

'YNTAC Logistics War Game

Weapons Technical Data Package Storage and Retrieval System

r)

"?3
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APPENDIX C

CURRENT STUDY DISTRIBUTION
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CIS (BROWN BOARD) LOGISTIC STUDIES FY66 107
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C/S (AIDS) LOGISTIC STUDIES FY66
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COMPTROLLER LOGISTIC STUDIES FY66
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110 OCRD LOGISTIC STUDIES FY66
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CDC LOGISTIC STUDIES FY66 ,"
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¶ FUNCTION TYPE CONUS THEATER TMRCELOG FIELD LOCA-
DSA ICP DEPOT CAMP AF GMC COMZ ARM:Y TIONS

WAR

Procurement
PEACE

WAR 3 3
Storage 6 - "- - - - - -- - - - -

PEACE

WAR 4 4
Inventory Control 8

PEACE

• WAR2 5Mointenonco 7 WA..

PEACE

WAR l 3Transportation 4

IPEACE
n- a . a a - I I III --I ARI 1 5 ___

WAR

Cnnfnnfttirtnn £

_ _ _ _ PEACE

Consumption and Data WAR

PEACE

SWAR l___________________ _________

Medical Support 2 WA

PEACE

WAR 2 9

PEACEISorvlcos 11 - -

Throo or Moro WAR 4a
Functions PEACE1....

125 l 55 56 4
O;9Sr (0011) EFF. Q R T ( w all- Y""- "

In-houco $.',. Oo Vor 124

Contract 1.593 Peoco 0

Contract .7

In- hour.o S0
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DCSLO -AC(MAN-YEARS)
LOCATION OF FUNCTION

FUNCTION TYPE CONUS THEATER THREE

.. DSA ICP D:POT8 CAMP LOC AFMC FIE, __ . OC

P EACE

- mWA R--
Pocuomo,, 83 .'I

EACE 83

IT ortao 24 _ _IL

WAR
sContoruy -- C______ 28 '

PEA CE

WAR Q

MInvntoryCnarol 46 3
PEACE N 4 , 1

I PEACEl

-A -
15

WAR

SorvIc no 
-AR

PEACE

WAR 25

Con.tractlPoac

WAR

Funsucption nd 3t0 ... trc

Inhu s iO ý.900 Warou 40

ContractPcPEACZE

ItcgoIarR,0
Me icol1-ho Supportro

$ P,60 nACEu,,
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(MAN-YEARS)

LOCATION OF FUNCTION

FUNCTION TYPE - CONWS LOC THEATER THREELOCFIELD LCCA-
DSA ICP DEPOT CAMP AF SMC CUMZ A TIONS

WAR
Procuremont

PEACE

WAA
storage

PEACE

WAR
Inventory Control

PEACE
I - - -on-n- -

WAR

PEACE

WAR

TranaportatioP
l PEACE

WAR

Construction ndt

WAR
Consumption and Data - - - -

I PEACE

Medicol Support H'LII

WAR
s8rvlc'.o

-eCE

Thrco or M~oro 'v.]0. .

Functon3 iO I- -.' } - j
I . - -UI-mE-

10 10

In- hou :o • ,n War Io

Controct 0 Pooco

Contiroct 0
In- houso 10
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LOCATION OF FUNMCTON

FUNcIrO TYP - CONUS THEATER THREE -
LOC OR- ]

DSA ICP OEPOT CAMP AF SMC COMZ ARMY TIONS

WAR

Procuromont

WAR

Storogo -'.-]

PEACE

WAR

Inventory Control -

PEACE

PEACE

WIAR

Transportation and Data PEACE

PEACE

W _AR __2 29
Conseruct3on WA

WAR

Consumption and Data . I. .
PEACE

WAR I
Medical Support - -___ -___

_ ___ PEACE '1

WAcR

Servicoo -- -

PEAC£ F

Throe or Mr ,••

31 29
0sT (000) ffFORT

In-o•o $•00 War 31

Controct 37T 'S ,ý-CO

$CcnZrcct Z
in- houo 29
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LOCAT!ON OF FUNCTION

FUNCTION TYPE CONUS THEATER THREEOR MRE
LOC - FIELD LOCA-

DSA ICP DEPOT CAMP AF 8MC COLIZ ARMY TIONS

WAR 91 6
Procur3ment 97 PEAUI

WAR 5 3 2
Storage W.R.2

11) FFACE ,2

Inventoryi Conirol WAR 
23

15 PEACE 33 4 11

WAR I _ i i i2 3Maintenance 8.. .
86 PEACE 22 Ii i0,S. .• I ia - -, I - -

Trans-ortotion WAR_ - - - 20 18 6
5r PEACE - -

wAH 2 30 7
Construction

S39 PEACE

Consumption and Do -- - -, --
23 PEACE

Modical Support ...... -K i ..
I PE.L EI

Servicceo
11[ri:C

Throo or Moro 
_ .......

Functon, 36] 1 I

668 203 13 28 11 155 12'4 11
COST (wUO) EFFQhT (-Fr. Qy !J.)

In-houso $1 0, iOo War

Contract I i ,400 Pocco A j()

$ Contract , -

I -houco 344
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"LOCATION OF FUNCTION

FUNCTION TYPE CONUS THEATER THREE
DSA ICP DEPOT CAMP.wP AF 8MC COMZ AREY IONS-

WA _ 1 ,___ i2Ill

Procurcimont WA-
PEACE

Storago 
" -

63 PEACE 
1

WAR _ _j

Invontory Control WA

r.lalntenanco 
1

5 PEACE .

30 j WAR 14 3 5 3
30•PEACE_

WAR _1 3
Cont•ru-,Ion WA

F.'A- 1VAR

Consurnption and Data 1-

11 PEACE L
L3

Modical Support 3 P~E- - ___

.. - ~~~. Irn ~.a0- - s. *'--- -- -- I ,S

Thirn or ,;or:. _ 1 6

80Nut~ (I) '. k~f V' : uc* 1 L
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APPENDIX D

VISITS AND INTERVIEWS

Drganization Person

Assistant Secretary of Army (I&L) Mr. Joseph C. Zengerle, Jr.
Directorate of Material and

Services

Army Board of Inquiry on the Brig. Gen. Raymond Harvey
Logistics System Col. Fred Trombly

Lt. Col. L. R. Sears, Jr.
Mr. Darwin Stolzenbach
Mr. Rex Brugh
Mr. Joseph Jackson

Army Information and Data Mr. Arthur Rosenblum
Systems Office

Army Logistics Management Col. J. P. Alexander, Jr.
Center Col. Raymond J. Wardrop

Mr. Richard Ross

Army Research Office Mr. W. L. Galson
ADPS Support Branch Mr. Paul Eiholtzer

Army Research Office Col. H. B. Gallinger
Human Fa,'tor' and OR Division Lt. Col. J. P. Lydon

Major J. Churchill

Ballistics Research Laboratories Mr. M. Smith

Combat Service Support Group, Mr. Roland Linker
CDC Col. Paul Autrey

Lt. Col. Makccch

Forct, Pla~ming Anal, sis Office Mr. Williamn K. Brelun

tlqs, Army Mteriel Comnihand Brig. Gcn. Jack E. Babcock
Directoratt. of Ma1at;gClnclit CG l. R.A. t1xLnISon

Fitgiicecrriig and ldtta Systc,,,.; Mr. A! Scit-
Mr. William, Vo€gel

Mr. Claud C. Conn

11(p, Ariiy m-l>iteriel CoI(n1,mid I)r. C. M. Cvcmm:;haw
Offi c of ltco Chic f ; i iti t
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Organization Person

Hqs, Army Materiel Command Col. Donald McPheeters .1
Office of the Comptroller Mr. Thomas Desmond

Hqs, Army Materiel Command Mr. Francis X. McKenna ]

Office of the General Counsel

Hqs, Combat Developments Corn- Col. B. Harvey
mand, Directorate of Evaluation Lt. Col. R. W. Trost

Hqs, Combat Developments Com- Col. C. L. Layne
mand, Directorate of Program Lt. Col. G. F. Hoge
Coordination

Hqs, Combat Developments Com- Mr. David f-a7dison 1]-
mand, Office of Chief Scientific
Advisor

Hqs, Combat Developments Com- Col. W. N. L;loan L .

mand, Office of Comptroller Lt. Col. LaXvere H. Strom
Mr. J. P. Coyle

Joint Chiefs of Staff Col. Finlayson, USA
Office of Special Assistant for Capt. Patterson, USN

Strategic Deployment Col. Hess, USAF

Office of the Assistant Chief of Col. R. H. Fitchcock
Staff for Force Development

Doctrine and Concepts Division []

Engineers Strategic Studies Group Col. William i3. Wootten, Jr.

Office of the Chief of Research Col, J. D. Erickson LJ

and Development -,

Directorate of Plans and Programs

Office of Comptroller of Army Mr. R. J. Trainor
Cost Analysis Directorate Li

Office of Comptroller of Army Lt. Col. Eugene Marder
hanagenc1,t Planning I)ivision Mr. Gene Cardokas

Office of the l)cputy Chief of Col. 17.A.1H. Woodrniin
Staff for Logistics Lt. Col. J.E. Sterling

Comnbat Scr-vice S0t)port !)ivi.1io Maj. W\.S. Aiton

Office of th04 Dlcuty Chicf of Col. 1(.ichard M. Stac y

Stadff for Iogoisti( s Lt. Col,. Lillian itl;rris

Org.tnizdt i, and Systcvnir Grokup
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4"

Organization Person
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff Miss Marsha Colbert

Procurement Statibtics Office

Office of the Deputy Chlef of Staff Maj. Flertzheim
for Operations

Directorate of Strategic Plans
and Policy

Office of the Director of Special Gen. C. H. Bonesteel
Studies Dr. Fritz Kraemer

Lt. Col. W. Wolfe
Lt. Col. L. B. Harlan
Maj. Ralph Sievers

Office of Undersecretary of Army Dr. Wilbur Payne
Mr. Charles Davis

RAND Corporation Mr. Andrew Clark
Mr. Bud Boosen

Strategy and Tactics Analysis Col. Frederick G. White

Group

Supply Agency, CDC Maj. A. De;rnaraisVMaj. Vic Hobson

Stanford Research Institute Mr. Gordon Wiley
Mr. Clark Henderson
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APPENDIX E

CURRENT STUDY SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES

GENERAL

There is no single, separately identifiable entity known as the

Logistics Study System. What will be described in this appendix is the

existing Army system within which all studies are conducted as direc-

ted, structure, or supporting studies, regardless of their proponent,

purpose, content, or categorization.

The three major organizational elements of the U.S. Army iden-

tified below are the principal users of studies as an aid in the accom-

plishment of their respective missions.

* Headquarters, Department of the Army

* U.S. Army Materiel Command

U.S. Army Combat Developments Command

Because these three organizations have a significant interest in logis-

tics studies, the study system will be described in terms of its use by

them.

STUDY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

A study system may be considered as consisting of six compo-

nents. The first of these is a mission, objective, or concept, out of

which grows a requirement for a study. The remaining five compo-

nents are action-locations and are identified below:

* Initiators - Persons or agencies who recognize the need

for a study and recommend that it be undertaken.

* Studiers - A group charged with perforn.ing a study.

* Managers - Persons or agencies responsible for super-

vising all aspects of a study from the original recomne-,-

dation for initiation, through the conduct of the study

effort, to conclusion in a final report and an evaluation

th,. reof.
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0 Reviewers (Users) - Persons or agencies who either

voluntarily, or by direction, read and analyze the final

results of a study effort and, where appropriate, make

appplications of its findings and conclusions.

* Cataloguers - Agencies responsible for obtaining and H
maintaining, for record and retrieval purposes, either a

copy of the published study report or a bibliographic file I]
of information pertaining to it.

Prior to an illustration of the system operation, the identifica- 3-
tion and location of the components in the system at hand are:

"* Mission, Objective, or Concept - The Combat Developments r

Objectives Guide (CDOG) and the USACDC Army concept ) A

programs. Other publications are either too general in

nature to be specific sources of study requirements, e.g., ,.

the Basic Army Stratzgic Estimate (BASE) and the Army

Strategic Plan (ASP); or they are mere listings of soidies,

as in the case of the Army master study program and the

DCSLOG/AMC logistic study programs.

"* Initiators - All echelons of each of the three organizations

considered, plus offices of the Department of Defense.

"* Studiers - Army in-house organizations (as identified in i
Appendix F); Army ad hoc study groups; contract study

organizations; and combinations of the above.

"* Managers - The Army Study Advisory Council (ASAC)

with its subcommittee of study coordinators representing

each major Army) command and each major IHeadqucrters

Departmient of the Army staff agency; the Army Research

Office (I h nanJ Factors and O'.'rations Rles-:arei, Divisioni),

Office of the Chicf of Re..seaarch and Developinent (OCRD);

the Opeirations Ri•scarch Advisory Group (reshidcnt at the

Re e;trc h A nal vtis Corporation), OCItD; and designated

Project Advisury Groups (I'AG's) or pr yjcct officers, for

individo:1l studly effkrtlr;.
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Chart I, above the solid line, depicts several documentary

sources from which new ideas for studies, primarily of the directed F

or structure type, are derived. It shows that the Army's family of L.

plans (BASE, ASP, and AFDP) leading to the development of CDOG

and the Army concept program are sources of study ideas. The Army

master study program and the DCSLOG/AMC logistics study program

likewise establish a base from which new studies may be developed.

Unsolicited contractor proposals may also open new areas to study.

All of these sources other than the DCSLOG/AMC logistics study pro- -
gram, which is prepared and monitored by the Army Logistics Manage-

ment Center (ALMC), provide common input, as shown: to all three -

major study organizations: the Headquarters, Department of the Army, L-.

the USAMC, and the USACDC. The DCSLOG/AMC logistics study pro-

gram is used principally by the agencies for which it is named. LJ
The part of Chart I below the solid line begins to depict the man-

ner in which studies originated and/or controlled by Headquarters, VJ

Department of the Army, arc processed from proposal to completion.

Thus, it identifies sources of specific study requests or study propos-

als and the Army agencies responsible for acting on such proposals.

An example is that group of studies proposed in response to an annual

OCRD (ARO) letter for inclusion in the Army's Operations Research Ci

Program (monitored by the Human Factors and Operations Research

Division, Army Research Office). These studies are assembled by

ARO, reviewed for appropriateness of funding from RDT&E resources,
t 1

arranged i,i recommended order of priority, and referred to the Army

Study Advisory Council (ASAC). This body, chaired by the Director

of Special Studies, Office of the Chicf of Staff, hasi represeintation, from l

every major Department of te Army staff section. It affords two

levels of screcni ng, review, and dlibcr'ttioll prior to dete rlining

validity of a study requireiventt. The first of thc ,;, is by its su bc oit-

mitt've of study coordinators. atid the s-comd is by thc scili or 1 tnhbc is,

Aplprto,•d of this body involv,,s it-ith-r alloc.)t iu of funid nor authority

to n(cgotiatc for co t rat :.istanic.
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Study proposals which are not a part of the Human Factors and

Operations Research (HF&OR) Program are submitted separately for

ASAC consideration, though the facilities of ARO for contract admin-

istration ca.. ', u..Aized by arranging for a transfer of funds to that

office .

Approved study proposals from all of these sources are initially

developsd on Chart I; resultant actions are continued on Charts II, III,

and IV, as are actions concerning directed studies from the Office of

the Secretazy of Defense (OSD).

Charts III and IV diag-.am the actions taken in the event contrac-I tor services are required. The significant difference between Chart
III, which pertains to utilizing RAC and/or SRI, and Chart IV, which

[-I pertains to all other irnlividually negotiated study contracts, is that the

former involves a formalized procedure administered exclusively by

OCRD, DA, for the Army Operations Rescarch Program. This pro-

.c d cedure provides for initial preparttion and agreement to the terms of
a work statement, designation of a study sponsor, appointment of a

j " PAG, supervision and monitoring of the studyr while in progress, and

ultimate review and approval for publication .,f a final report of st.udy.
f "All of these actions are the full-time responsibility of designated
I

members of the OCRD, assisted by designated study sponsors and
* PAG members from other DA staff agencies and U. S. Army organizations.

Chart IV shows the several existing study proposal review chan-
nels, depending upon how a study is categorized in accordance with

Army Regulation 1-110. The general impact of this regulation is to

differentiate between managemunt and operations research studies
I (it establisha. a different request and reporting channel for each) and

to authorize major commands of the Army to approvq expenditures of

up to $100,000 for operations research studies without reference to
higher authority. A significant feature to note here is that for all

managetment studies and for those operations research studies costing

.n excess of $100,000, formal authority to negotiate a contract must

firat be obtained from an appropriate Assistant Secretary of the Army.
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This action must be taken in accordance with the Armed Servi,ýes

Procurement Regulations (ASPR) and the Army Procurement Pro-

cedures (APP), regardless of whether the necessity for the study has

already been established at OSD or Department of the Army. Deter-

mining which Assistant Secretary of the Army is the appropriate of-

fice to authorize contract negotiation is a function of the proposed

study's content and methodology, and the source of funds to be used. I
AR 1-110 does not provide for the category of a nonresearch logistics

type study, since it distinguishes only between those study proposals

which must be acted upon by the Ase-istant Secretary of the Army for

Financial Management (ASA, FM) or by the Assistant Secretary of El
the Army for Research and Development (ASA, RWD). Nevertheless,

there is a direct channel to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for

Installations and Logistics (ASA, I&L), as shown, wlen the proposed

study does not involve management ur researrh and is being financed

from other than RDT&E appropriations. It is also to be noted that the U
Office of DCSLOG, Department of the Army, is not in the channel for

approval of such study proposals.

Chart V pertains only to studies originating within USAMC or

conducted at USALMC under direct supervision of DA, DCSLOG. Most,

if not all, of the former are in the category of supporting studies. A

significant feature to note on this chart is the vital role performed by

USALMC, which is responsible for initial review of any USAMC pro-

posed logistics study, whether it is to be conducted in-house or with

contractor assistance. It operates the Defense Logistics Studies _

Information and Exchange (DLSIE), responsible for maintaining biblio-

graphic records of all completed logistics studies in DOD, and utili7es :1
this facility in determining what studies have already been done, or

are being done, in a given area as an aid in deciding whether a new

study effort is required.

Chart VI shows only the structured part of U•ACDC's study pro-

gram.,.. !.rge portioi% of which concerns logistics for the Ar'iy-i&- L -

the-field or Theater Army. Supporting studies may exist, thowu.h none

' '
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were identified. Directed studies, however, were previously provided

for in Chart 1, where it was observed that the Institute of Special

Studies and possibly the Institute of Nuclear Studies were the study

agencies involved.

I,

I
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APPENDIX F

LOGISTICS STUDY ORGANIZATIONS

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
sencyd Location TyPe Lot Study Personnel(I)

1. Army Materiel Command Board Aberdeen, Md. Logistics 37
2. Army Maintenance Board Fort Knox Unit Maintenance Data 4

Special Projects Offica

3. Directorate of Development AMC Headquarters R&D Planning 7
Technical Planning Branch

4. Directorate of Management System', AMC Headquarters Logistics 16
Management Research Division

S. Electronics Command Philadelphia Supply & Maintenance 20
Logistic Research Age.icy

6. Institute for Research Frankford Arsenal Weapon Systema. 19
Objectives Analysis Office

7. Logistic Management Center Fort Lee Logistics 61
Research & Doctr~ne Department

8. Logistics Systems Support Center Loetterket.ay Depot Supply & Maintenance 241

9. Logistics Systems Support Center Philadelphia Inventory Control 11
Inventory Research Office

10). Major Items Data Agency Letterkenny Depot Readiness Data 24
Coordination Staff

11. Management Engineering Training Agency Reck Island Arsenal Operations Research 10
Department of Management Planning

12. Materiel Systems Analysis Center Aberdeen, Md. Requirements. Costs 117
ballistic Rescarch La''oratory

13. Operation Research G-oup Edgewood Arscna" CBR Support 29

14. R&D Directorate Redstone Arsenal Missile Support 19
Combat Requirements Brench

IS. Weapons Commana Hcadquarters Rock Island Arsenal Production
Operations Research Group

TOTAL 622

COMBAT DEVELOPMLNT COMMAND

I. Institute of Combined Arms & Support Fort Leavenworth Service Support1 2
) 89

2. Engineer Agency Fort Belvoir Field Construction 43
3. Maintenance Agrocy Aberdeen, Md. Field Construction 36
4. Medical Service Agent y Fort Si en Houston Mcdicol $,tpport 25

S. Supply Agency Fart LAe Field Storage 34
6. Transportation Agency Fort Euitis Transport~aion 40

7. Aviation Agency Fort Ru-cr Transporoakion 3S

TOTAL 322

iiV1.CJAl.

I. Aviatikn Accident lBoard Fort Rucder A:rcraft Acc-idnte 21

I. Comnpt,'iler of Army Washington. D.C. Equilu.e-nt Costs %1
Directerate of Cost Analysis

3. Co'ltrvl;ir of Army WashinstIli, 0. C. Managetegrent 27
Oftef of '.ganis.a•t n 1. M~nage n |

4. Engineer Strs•tvLc Studios Croup etheod•a. ti.t. riaed i.ngiucttir 4  is

S.oftit. of clititf of $I*(( waahiftso.%. P). C. Force Strucuele'It
Force P1anning Ahalyses 01(,,t

4. Srstsjy *.nd To. l'es AAtysis Ctuup 1Iethesda. 16.t t. at 0GAn.Ln 14

TOTAl.

"Netc&: (1) N ofehs at ihtity xvAcolire i ,iý# p f~.oe ..A.1 hvs

( 1 ) I s + + +ti * I -. . y p , ..• I ,,, •' V .

(a) 061 •,V. (*1 hta .f 4 %a. YP-,s..,'o.itY.. ;:.," lVA ltem 1o04. tW Apst 4l.4

f J~wr1. .s A .e A . I .. CU tC
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APPENDIX G

OPERATIONS RESEARCH COURSES CURRENTLY OFFERED BY THE U.S. ARMY

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING TRAINING AGENCY

Course Length
Number Title(! (Weeks) Description

7E F6 Automatic Data Processing 2 Computer systems design; ADP
for the Systems Analyst language; costing and installation

of computers.

7E-Fll Common Business Oriented 2 COBOL programming.

Language

7E-FI3 Design and Analysis of 3 Statiatical techniques in rese trch.
Experiments

7A-Fl0 *Economic Analysis for 2 Techniques of evaluating costs;
Decision Making en-phasis on use of decision models.

5A-F2 Elements of Raliability 2 Mathematical, engineering, and man-
agerial aspects of reliability; tech-

v niques for reliability prediction.

I - 7E-F15 *Management Statistics 2 Statistical techniques in evaluation
of management data.

S A-FI *Mathematical Programming 3 General and dual linear program-
ming; network flow; parametric,
integer, nonlinear, and dynarmic
programming.

7A-FI2 O.R. Appreciation I Potentials and limitations of 0. R.;
empha3is on philhsophy.

7A-FI5 Probability Cor.trols in 1/2 Techniques and models from prob-
Management ability theory; awareness of con-

trol devices developed to improve
decisions.

5A-F3 *Prob'ibilisic Methods in 3 Mathematical and probabilistic
O.R. principles recessary to formu*,kte

models.

SA-F7 Product Reliability - Target I DOD requirements; reliability
for Top Managzvment planning and evaluation.

7E-F16 Sampling Procedurcu for I Probability, sampling distrib-,'iuns,
Reliability statistictl tests.
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IOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER

Course Length

Number Title(I) (Weeks) Description
I,]

8B-FI 1 Inventory Management 6 Management of ma*eriel inventories.

ADJUTANT GENERAL SCHOOL I]
7E-Fl Automatic Data Processing 4 Capabilities of ADP equipment;

Systems Analysis Officer problem definition; systems anal-
ysis and installation, COBOL.

PERT ORIENTATION AND TRAINING CENTER [I
PERT Orientation and PERl and PERT costing.
Training Workshop

* U

,I

Cl

Nonv: (1) Prrferred €oursts ort, donot•d by an Aotrick.

S.
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The obje.ctive oif this study as stated in the original guidance is:
t1. ¶ý'o assist the B~oard of Inquiry on the Army

Logistics S'vet.. rn in an evaluation of the existing Army
Logis-1-lcs 3-,udy Program and in thc development of an
integrated and balanced Army logistics research pro-
gram for the futurc.

2. Purpose and S:'zpe.
a., An examination will be made into the

full subject of Army logistics studies, including both in-
house and contractual. The examination will include how
the Army is organized to carry out the study program,
how the study prujects are generated, and ho%-' they are
coordinated, controlled, and evaluated. An analysis will
be required of the balance of the study effort between the

various logistical functional areas s'ich as supply, main-
tenance, ADPS, transportation, etc. Sufficient analysis
sho~uld be provided whereby the board can deterraiine the

* adequocy of balance in relation to particular problem
areas. Specific examples will be cit:ed of the cost effec-I

* ~tiveness of particular study program-s as far as can be
determined.

b. From the above' examination:
() A: outline will be pr'ipared of a

* . proposed 2- or 3-year study laffort reflecting an integrated
and balanced long -range, logistics research program.

(2) Afti assessment will be mnade of
the capability of existing ih-house agencies to participate.
in control and evaluation of the proposed study program.

C. As a final prod"-Ict, findings will be 0c-eSyve-lopod for a spectrum of practical organizational and
staffing patterns for an Arm.y 16gistics research effort
which wvill provide for a system for developmecn of over-
all logistics doctrine, development of follow-on study
programs and methods 4or controlling, supervising, and
carrying out the execution e~fort and its subsequent eval-

ualton.Sysems nalsistechniquec; should be- pribVided
as an integral part of tile evaluation process. The orga-
nization patterns should consider a :spectrum& varyingi
from a smnall professionally staffed group which mivht-
be positioned aii a part of the appropriate- General Sttkff
Office to a fairly large centrahzedc research agoncy

K (perhaps Ar a Class 11 activity of the CienerAl Staff Office)
which would actually do reiaearich an w(ell as provide over-
all control &ncl directionto ttwtotal progjram.XAch
sh'uld includr spet-Ific onilrto fthraeof cx-
lstfng in-houee reseairch elementv aiid .contracttual
efic sts toward acco~niplisimio.rt of tht- total prograni.


